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LCC  l  - 14 1.  GENERAL  INTRODUCTION 
The  project  INDUSTRY  7  'Elaboration  of Proposals for Guidelines  for 
Information for Industry'  was  initiated by  the  CIDST  ad hoc  Working 
Group  'Information for Industry'. 
Reference is made  to the initial studies of the Working  Group 
'INDUSTRY  1,  2,  3 and 4', including the analysis  of these studies, 
the minutes  of the Working  Group  meetings and the final  specification 
to the contract. 
The  consultant has  found it practical to use following outline for 
the final report  on  this project  INDUSTRY  1  : 
Part  one  of project  INDUSTRY  7 
is a  general  document  which  on  the basis of the above mentioned 
written material and the Working  Group  discussions summarizes. 
the conclusions of the work  of the  Working  Group.  It·includes some 
of the observations and conclusions made  by  the consultants to the 
projects Industry 1,  2,  3  and 4  and refers to results of some  existing 
studies carried out  by  other bodies. 
It also enumerates  recommendations  on  matters which  merit  inclusion 
in a  continuing programme  of Community  action in the Information 
for Industry area with a  specific focus  on  the needs  of small  and 
medium-sized industrial entities. 
The  document  is titled "Report  and Recommendations  by  CIDST  Ad  Hoc 
W.G.  Information for Industry"  (Doc.  CIDST  283/77)  and has  primarily 
been  worked  out  for the purpose  of submission to CIDST  acting as the 
report  on  the work  of the Working  Group  for the  12  months  of its 
existence. 
Part  t1-10  of project  INDUSTRY  1  : 
is this document  which  suggests a  tool  considered to be useful  for 
the  establishment  of a  total synthesis  of existing knowledge  and 
experience  of information for industry organizations serving 
specifically small and medium-sized industr,y. 
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Introduction to Par·t  1Wo  of Project Industry  7 
It is generally accepted a  fundamental  fact that know-
ledge is a  r·aw  material which  through transfonra.tion during 
adequate  processes is conver  ... ted into a  useful  cCI11J1Ddi ty to 
such an  extent that those having a  requirement for know-
ledge  (  = information)  are even  prepared to pay  rroney  in 
order to obtain it.  Knowledge  does  not  in this sense differ 
from  any  other industrial commodity. 
A description of the process  used  for the transforr:Htion 
of knowledge  into a  useful commodity  will therefor€  inevi-
tably follow the description of the classic industrial 
process,  - as well as the basic scheme  for models  re8arding 
manuals  on  information services will closely follow corre-
sponding basic  schemes  regarding  industrial  proces~::es. 
The  classic industrial process  ca..?t  adequately be  sub-
divided into the followi.ng  6  phases: 
l)  Basic philosophy 
2)  Construction of  service 
3)  Operational pattern 
4)  Marketing  and  contact activities 
(sales activities) 
5)  Control activities 
6)  Reconsideration of utility and  feedback. 
Using  the abovementioned  scheme  on  information services 
the  following interpretation of  the six phases  could  be 
given: 
- basic philosophy  (ma.:r  ... ket  inforrrB.tion) 
- basic documents  and  information regarding needs 
of such services, 
- basic statutory documents, 
- how  has  the service measured  the  SlZe  of the 
market for their activities? 
- construction of service  (product engineering) 
- haw  are the products offered by  information 
services built up? DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- operational pattern  (production engineering) 
- what  are the tools  used by  the  information 
services in transforming knowledge  into 
useful commodities? 
- marketing and  contact activities 
(sales activities) 
-how do  the services present their products, 
how  do  they "sell" them  and  how  are they 
distributed? 
- control activities 
- what  means  are the services using in controlling 
costs, effectiveness and  quality level? 
- reconsideration of utility and  feedback 
- how  do  the services critically reconsider their 
own  activities and  the  impact  of them? 
- how  do  the  services benefit from  the experiences 
gained? 
oooOooo 
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The  model  outlined above  has  been tried out on  6 dif-
ferent  technological institutes in Denmark,  five of which 
are working on  different levels nationally, regionally or 
locally, and  one  R&D  institute is acting vertically in the 
technology structure in Denmark. 
A ge~eral survey of the Danish  technological service 
structure is given below: 
Technological service is in Denmark  based  upon  the 
Technological Service Act  of March  1973.  This Act  is 
managed  by  the Technology  Council. 
Although the technological service structure is con-
sidered to be  under constant development,  and  although 
certain considerations of restructuring are made  at present 
with the aim of bridging gaps  and  deficiences and omitting 
overlaps,  a  very rough instant picture would  be as  follows: DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  technological service structure is aimed  at trans-
ferring knowledge  to industrial entities, public services 
and  authorit"ies,  and  ot"hers  with  the object of fost"ering 
the  socio-economic progress.  The  basic concept is that 
the most  effecti\/e transfer is based upon  the person-to-
person contact. 
One  part of the structure is acting primarily on  the 
national level having as its main  objective to transfer 
technology by  marketing of information.  DTO  (Dansk  Tek-
nisk Oplysningstjeneste)  is an example  of an  organization 
thus working within the  inforrrBtion structure. 
Another part of the  structure is constituted by  the 
institutes worklng primarily with consultations,  based 
upon  own  intellectual  resot~ces and  own  R and  D facilities. 
The  two  regional technological institutes, JTI  (Jydsk Tek-
nologisk Institut) and  TI  (Teknologisk Institut) are good 
examples  of  important institutes working within the con-
sultative part of the technological service sector.  Other 
important examples  are the  17  specialized Rand  D institutes 
acting vertically. 
All technological service institutes are  in their input-
work  - apart from  own  facilities  - using outside sources 
of knowledge  such as 
- libraries 
- docwnentation services, conputerized as well as  non-
c;omputerized 
- networking arrangements with other centers of knowledge, 
nationally and  internationally. 
In the transfer of technology a  r·epackaging of infor-
mation is considered to be  of the utmost  importance regard-
less whether this transfer is carried out verbally or in 
written form. 
Attached map  indicates the geographical position of the 
institutes treated in this report. DATAKORT DANMARK 
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DTO  is a  private, non-profit organization 
financed substantially by  public funds 
and  working with Information for Industry 
all over  Denmark. 
April 1977 
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1.  Basic philosophy 
1.1  The  basic ideas for the creation of DTO  are 
described in the pamphlet  "What  is DTO?"  1966. 
Since the creation in 1955  DTO  has had 
several official affiliations.  The  present 
status dates back to October  1, 1973,  and  is 
described in the statutes of the abovementioned 
date. 
According to the statutes DTO  is a  private 
non-profit organization receiving the rrajority 
of its funds  from  public means. 
The  motivations  for maintaining IJI'O  as a 
public technological utility service are given 
in the deliberations by  the governmental  com-
mittee on  technological services  (1972). 
The  considerations of the committee were 
confirmed by  Statute in the Technological 
Service Act  (No.  421)  of 21st March  1973. 
1.2  The  target group for  DTO  is: 
- national private and  public entities placed 
geographically all over the country and  of-
fering physical or intellectual commodities 
or services . 
Among  the entities mentioned  DTO  concentrates 
on  medium-sized and  big enterprises.  It is an 
important criterion for DTO  in identifying the 
target group that there should be  in the manage-
ment  of the enterprise at least one  person with 
advanced  education.  · ' 
The  methodology  for specific selection of 
enterprises is described in chapter 4. 
oooOooo 
The  geographic a-re  rovered by  t-he  activities 
of  DTO  is 43,074  krn2. 
The  population is S,03G.l84  people  (1974  figures). 
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2.  Construqtion of service 
DTO  offers to under-take  the solution to tasks 
characterized as  follows: 
2.1  Primary tasks on  DTO  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  Ierived tasks on  DrO  initiative - no  fee 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on client's derrBnd  - against fee 
2.4.1  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.4.2  D2ri  ved tasks on  client's dem:md  - against  fee 
The  detailed description of the above-mentioned 
tasks is as  follows: 
2.1  Primary tasks on  DTO  initiative - no  fee 
2.1.1 
2.1.2 
Liajson service to enterprises 
and  public  services 
- identification of enterprise and  person 
- establishment of personal contact 
- performing of interview in order to 
expose  the client's needs  and profile 
of interest 
- "sale" of DTO  service activities 
- follow-up 
Liaison servlce to knowledge  centres 
- identification of centre and  persons 
- establishment of personal contact 
- performing of interview in order to 
expose  the service possibilities of 
the centre,  the profile of interest 
and  needs  for  supply of information 
- "sale" of DTO  service activities to 
the centre 
follow-up,  inclusive of communication 
of the service possibilities of the 
knowledge  centre to potential clients 
in enterprises and  public services DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.1.3 
2  .l.l~ 
Liaison service to organizations 
- identification of organization,  ser-
vices and  persons 
- establishment of personal contact 
- perfonning of intervievJ with the 
object of exposing reciprocal ser-
vice possibilities towards  the mutual 
target group 
- follow-up 
Dissemdnation of information 
- dissemination of selected abstracts 
etc to clients  accordL~g to Lheir 
needs  and profile of interest with 
the object ·of  releasing a  r€action 
from the client 
- dissemination of information to clients 
with the object of stimulating the pro-
fessional interest and  curiosity of the 
client,  - and  with no  expectations as 
to reaction from the client 
2.2  Derived tasks on  DTO  initiative - no  fee 
- participation in and  reporting on  national and 
international I  and  D activities 
- study tours with the object of identifying 
international knowledge  centres.  Reports  on 
such tours are to be  TIB.de  available to anybody 
having a  professional interest in the subject 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  -no fee 
2.3.1.1  Referral service  (questionRnswerservice) 
immediate  reply 
- reply after uncomplicated looking up 
in own  directories ,  handbooks  etc. 
- reference to relevant knowledge  centY€ 
- instructions in the use of generally 
accessible directories, files, registers, 
etc. 
- giving access to and  instruL--t LL)n  in the 
use of DI'O  library DANSK  TEKNISI<  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2 
2.3.2  Primary  tasks on  clients demand  - against fee 
2. 3. 2.1  Procu.re;mt~nt of nub1 ications 
- deli  vcP  docum(=nts  identified and 
P(.:qu..::::.:tcd  QS  a  ro:;uction to diss~?:mi­
nation of identified selected ln-
formation 
assistance to client in procuring 
national or international documents, 
standards,  public regulations etc. 
accorx:ling  to the client's own  speci-
fication 
2.3.2.2  Infonnation analysis 
- defjne the task to be  perafonned  in 
cooperation with the client 
- search for information 
- analyse material procured 
chaPacterize material received in 
relevant and  irrelevant part 
- elaborate total survey 
- conclude the task and offer further 
assistance 
- follmv  up 
2.3.2.3  Comprehensive  accounts 
- define the task to be  performed in 
cooperation with the client 
- sear~h for information 
- analyse material procured 
characterize material received in 
relevant and  irrelevant part and 
work  out digests with personar-€val-
uation 
- discussion - person to person - with 
the client regarding results so far 
obtained 
- possible continuation of task according 
to new  instructions 
- deliver final comprehensive report 
including conclusions  a~d recommenda-
tions 
- follow up DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST JENESTE 
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2.3.2.4  Consultant service 
organization and  running jn of 
company  information services 
DTO- 6 
participation as  a  critical member 
in company  working  groups 
- organize, participate and report 
on  company  conferences 
- performance of particular secre-
tarial tasks for branch organiza-
tions 
- management  of courses,  conferences, 
seminars. 
2.4.1  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
national representation in Danish  I  and  D 
organizations 
- national representation in Scandinavian 
I  and  D organizations 
national representation in UN,  OECD,  FID  and  EEC 
I  and  D organizations 
- ~formance of secretarial task for specific 
international I  and  D organizations 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - against  fee 
- consultance tasks  fqr foreign information 
services 
training in Denmark  of information officers 
from foreign or national services 
- comprehensive  analysis and  accounts  for 
foreign clients  . 
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3.  Operational pattern 
In this chapter a  description lS  glven of 
- DTO  organization 
Selection of staff and  staff policy 
- Proceduce  for selection and  dissemination of infor-
mation 
- PrDcedure  for solution of specific tasks demanded 
by  clients. 
3.1  DTO  organization 
The  DTO  organization is built up  as  follows: 
A Board of directors consisting of 9 members 
of which  4  are nominated  jointly by  the Federation 
of  Danish  Industries and  The  Danish Academy  of 
Technical  Sciences.  5 members  are pointed out by 
DTO. 
The  Board  holds  the final responsibility for 
budgets  and  finance  and  for the professional per-
formance  of the working  programme. 
The  majority of the board members  holds  leading 
positions  in private industrial enterprises. 
A managing  director responsible towarus  the 
Board  regarding all DTO  activities. 
A deputy director jointly responsible with 
the mill1aging  director and  deputy for him  on  all 
matters. 
A technical staff consisting of 10  engineers 
all holdlng M.  of Sc. 
Office head responsible of administrative 
matters  towards  the managerrent. 
Secretary,  accountant and  2  correspondence 
clerks. 
General office staff - 7 persons DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.2  Staff policy and  selection of staff 
It is the general staff policy of DTO  to main-
tain a  staff of high quality on  all posts thus 
enabling DTO  currently to provide solutions of 
high professional standard to the tasks it is 
.involved in.  'I'he  criteria for selection of the 
staff are in this respect of decisive fmportance. 
3.2.1  Technical staff 
Selection is made  with  spe~ial consid-
eration as to: 
- convenient distribution of age  among 
staff members 
- professional domaine 
- degree and  cun.'"\ency  of industrial expe-
rience 
- knowledge  of language 
- international experience 
- qualifications as to capability of com-
munication  (verbal and  written) 
- general human  qualifications 
The  level of qualifications of technical 
staff is maintained by 
- adequate current education through parti-
cipation in courses,  seminars etc. 
- appointment to membership  of professional 
associations 
- study tours abroad 
- fixed policy regarding renewal  of staff 
3.2.2  Office staff 
Selection is made  according to the fol-
lowing general principles: 
- education in relation to job to be  per-
fanned 
- professional experience 
- knowledge  of language  (basic knowledge 
of English is generally demanded) 
- general human  qualifications ... 
DANSK TEKNISK OPL  Y~NtNGST  JENESTE 
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It is the clear intention to mr.1.intain 
an office staff with many  years of DTO 
experience. 
3.2.3  Tasks _performed  by staff 
3.2.3.1  Liaison service 
3.2.3.2  Selection and dissemination of 
infonnation 
3 • 2 • 3. 3  Procurement of documents 
3.2.3.4  Solution to requested tasks 
3.2.3.1  Liaison  se~1ice 
Marketing of knowledge  is considered 
the primary  function of UfO  and 
liaison service the most  important 
tool for this task. 
uro  relies very much  on the per-
sonal contact between the user of 
knowledge  and the information of-
ficer.  The  success of this work 
depends  therefore entirely upon 
the information officers'  personal 
impact  on  the liaison s~vice. 
The  basic operational principle for 
the performance of this work  has been 
fixed once  and for all but the frames 
are very wide. 
The  methodology is 
tail in chapter 4. 
be  noted here that 
officer in DTO  has 
gree of freedom as 
described in de-
It should only 
the inforrre.tion 
a  very large de-
to 
- whom,  when  and why  to visit 
- selection of geographic area 
- frequency DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.2.3.2  Selection and  dissemination of 
J_nf orrna  t JDn 
acccrnplished by professional staff: 
The  basis for selection of Hhom  to 
disseminate information to lS the 
knowledge  which  DTO  has as  a  result 
of the liaison service. 
The  basis for selection of what  to 
disseminate is the choice made  by 
the lnforrra.tion officers of  DTO  in 
their regular study· of 
- abstract works 
- patent literature 
- pericdicals with special attention 
to 
- articles with comprehensive 
bibliographies 
- announcements 
- advertisements 
- congress-lists 
- selected l:x:>oks 
The  methodology  used for dissemination 
is: 
- photo-copies of abstracts  (inclu-
sive of patents)  and bibliographies 
accompanied  by  an invitation to buy 
the documents  in DTO 
- books  being lent out for a  rather 
limited period accompanied  by  an 
invitation to buy  the book  in DTO 
- announcements ,  advertisements ,  con-
gress-lists, articles being disse-
minated in extenso accompanied  by 
a  visit card "with the compliments · 
of DTO" 
- according to special agreement and 
against a  subscription fee, disse-
mination of "Tech-briefs" to a 
limited circle.  Selection of con-
tents of "Tech-briefs" is made  ac-
cording to mutual profile of interest 
of the members  of the circle.  Docu-
ments  listed in "Tech-briefs" are 
delivered upon  request against a  fee DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.2.3.3  The  methodology  used by  office 
staff for procurement of docurrents 
is: 
- requests received to be registered 
- written acknowledgement  to the 
client 
- ordering of documents 
- forwarding of documents  with invoice 
covering price of document  plus  fee 
for dispatch  (July 1976  cili::)ut 
6 u.a.) 
Together VJith  the execution of the 
requests necessary notes are taken 
enabling the staff to work  out sta-
tistics later on. 
3.2.3.4  Methodology  used by  solution of 
requested tasks 
Backgrou'1d  sources 
The  library of DTO  contains a  rather 
comprehensive up-to-date collection 
of technical and  commercial  hand-
books,  registers, survey books, 
containing information on Danish and 
foreign enterprises etc.  The  infor-
ma.tion  to be  found  in such books  are: 
- company  data about creation,  capital, 
ffi311agement  etc. 
- production programme 
- lists of foreign agencies 
- official statistical data 
- etc. 
Furtherrrore ,  books  are kept in the 
DTO  library on  topics such as 
- professional dictionaries 
- encyclopedias 
- accessible information on  knowledge 
centres with special interest in 
their survey of: DANSK  TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- R and  D activities 
- laboratory facilities 
- R m1d  D work  done,  planned, 
or in execution 
- publications 
- special background re'[X)rts  from 
professional  market~1g institutes 
at home  and  abroad.  Information 
from  such  sources  is received in 
subscription 
- congress-documents,  preferably 
as  surveys 
- surveys of corrmercial  s-randards , 
laws, norms,  annotmcements  etc. 
- surveys of publications from 
international organizations such 
as  UN,  OECD  and  EEC. 
The  abovementioned material is re-
gistered in DI'O  according to own 
DTO  regulations.  The  collection is 
currently revised and  renewed.  The 
abovementioned  bcoks  etc.  are only 
lent out exceptionally. 
Outside  DTO  background material is 
found: 
- in public and  private libraries 
- through documentation  se~1ices 
(computerized or manually ope-
rated) 
- relations to knowledge  centres in 
Deruna.rk  and abroad 
- relations to Danish  Foreign Service 
- relations to professional organi-
zations nationally and  interna-
tionally 
- by  correspondence directly with 
suppliers of commodities 
- by  correspondence directly with 
professional international marketing 
institutes. .. 
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Procedure used ~  solution of 
n;quested tasks 
- careful definition of task to be 
performed  (subject, proportions , 
time schedule,  fee etc.) 
·- systematic looking up of sources 
of knowledge 
- analysis and characterization,  pos-
sibly inclusive of "repackaging" 
- report and conclusions 
- evaluation of report together witl1 
client 
- closing the case. 
- follow-up 
( Cross-I"eference chapter 2  Construc-
tion of service, point  2 . 3 .1 and 
2  .. 3.2). 
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4.  Marketing. and  contact activities 
The  mArketing  function  is - as previously emphasized  -
considered to be the most  important function among  the 
DI'O  activities.  Consequently,  any activity aimed  at 
transfer of knowledge  from  a  source to a  target group 
or an  individual enterprise is allowed for in DTO's 
daily operations. 
However,  a  certain operational marketing pattern has 
developed over the years and  experience has  shown  that 
the following activities have  a  remarkable effect in 
the marketing work: 
4.1  - liaison service on  DTO  initiative 
4.2  - dissemination of information on  DTO  initiative 
as an  impulse  in the day-to-day work  of the 
enterprises 
4.3  - DTO  question/answer service 
4.4  participation in seminars 
4.5  - participation in public debate 
~.6  - exhibitions etc. 
4.1  Liaison service 
The  contact to the enterprises within the target 
group is established due  to 
- systematic research in accessible surveys, 
registers etc.  according to definition of target 
group 
- regular recurrence to enterprises previously 
visited 
- special reference to the enterprise or the 
branch in the public press 
- in ra.re  cases contact is established TtJhen  infor-
mation officers occasionally are passing by. 
The  basis for DTO' s  knowledge  aJ:x:>ut  the enter-
prises is: 
- all kinds of company  literature 
- general accessible information on  balance sheets 
and  annual reports generally open  to public DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- references in public press 
....  DTO  re{XX'ts  on  previous visits. 
All information about the enterprise in question 
is filed in individual charteques numbered  in suc-
cession of reeistration.  The  key to the number 
system is an  alphabetic index subdivided in the 
following main  groups: 
- ~fessional organizations 
- knowledge  centres 
- industrial enterprises 
- public authorities and  services 
•  daily press and periodicals 
'!he  contact visit is accomplished according to 
the  following plan: 
- collection/rehearsal of company  inforrnati~ 
- contact to nanaging director by letter of i..'ltro-
duction 
- follow~up on  lettev and  conf~tion of appoint-
m=nt 
- accomplishment of interview attaching the greatest 
importance  to the company  presenting herself 
- presentation of DTO  offer of assistance, - if 
convenient with a  specific offer 
- accomplishment  of report on visit with the fol-
lowing standard infornation 
- company  name  and  address 
- IYrO  registration n\.II111:"',er 
- date of visit 
- initiative to visit 
- date of preceding visit 
- person conLacted 
- contents of interview 
- definition of profile of interest 
- plan for follow-up DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST JENESTE 
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The  main  ingredients in the follow-up phase 
are: 
- letter to enterprise with confirmation of pos-
sible agreements 
- circulation of report on visit to DTO  profes-
sional staff 
- discussion with colleagues during fixed 
regular meetings regarding possibilities of 
assistance or specific assistance from col-
leagues in accomplishing solutions to problems 
encountered during visit 
- reinforced dissemination of information to enter-
prise 
- current contact by  telephone 
- plan for re-visiting 
4.3  Question/ansHer service 
This  serJice is operating as a  function of 
the knowledge  the enterprises have to DTO  activi-
ties.  In the follow-up work  this service is con-
sidered as an invitation from the enterprise to 
DTO  to extension of the cooperation. 
4.4  Participation in seminars 
The  professional staff of DrO  is occasionally 
participating in or managing  seminars established 
on  DI'O' s  own  initiative or that of other organi-
zations. 
This  activity is utilized in the marketing 
efforts in two  specific ways: 
- lessons are given on  information service as a 
management  tool 
- personal contact to leading staff members  in 
enterprises within the target group is estab-
lished.  This  contact is maintained and  improved 
after closing of the seminar. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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.4.5  Participation in public debate 
There  is a  :permanent  oblir;ation to the pro-
fessionul staff of Dl'O  to contribute to publie 
discussions in papers,  pericxlicals, profes-
sional meetings  ~.;hen problems  in relation to 
DTO  activities directly or indirectly are 
touched. 
In these contributions the staff should ~­
ferably point out DTO's  possibilities of ~sist­
ance to enterprises in transfer of knowledge 
from  those who  know,  to those who  want  to know. 
4.6  Secondary marketing activities 
A number  of more  secondary rnarketine acti-
vities are exercised,  such  as 
- dissemination of general brochures on  DTO 
activities 
- participation in technical exhibitions 
- press release on  special DTO  achievements 
nationally or internationally. 
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5.  Control· ac;t iv_i ties 
The  control de Livit  ie~:;  are logical elements ill 
the tot.Jl rnanager"'ial  fw1ction of the ser·vice.  This 
fwlction is buil·c  up  of two  rosie parts: 
5.1  Planning part 
5.l.J - objective of activity 
5.1.2  - trcmsfonnation of objectives into hours 
and  m.  ..  ;ney 
5.1.3 -drawing up  of budget 
5.1.4  - application to authorities 
5.1.5 -drawing up  of final budget according 
to official grant 
5.1.6 - drawing  up  of budget contrDl schemes 
5.2  Managerial  p2~t 
5.2.1 - correction of actual activity perform-
ance  according to results appearing from 
budget control scheme 
5.2.2 - statement of operations  &!d  balances 
by  end of fiscal year 
5.2.3  - total yecu"'ly  cost analysis of operations. 
- thus  leading to the tools necessary for the proper 
reconsideration of utility and  feedback  (chapter 6) 
The  physical control activity mentioned in point 
5.1.6 is established as  follows: 
5.1.6.1  Quantitative activity control measured 
every three months  in 
- total number  of visits paid 
- analysis of visits paid in relation 
to 
- geographical distribution 
- industrial branch 
- individual achievement of DTO  staff 
members 
- total costs for visit paid DANSK TEKNISK OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- tutal numbers  of inquiries by tele-
phone 
- tuL<..tl  cosLs per inquiry 
- total nillnber  of pieces of active 
selective information disseminated 
- analysis of total number  disseminated 
in relation to 
number of different receivers 
- nature of receiver organization, 
VlZ.: 
- professional  organiz~tions 
- knowledge  centres 
- industrial enterprises 
public authorities and services 
- daily press and periodicals 
- individuals 
- nature of information disseminated 
-cuttings (abstracts etc.) 
- documents  in extenso 
- lending of books 
- individual achievements of DTO  staff 
members 
- total costs in relation to 
- costs per unit distributed 
- costs per receiver 
- total number  of requests for documents 
etc.  received 
- total number'  of documents  procured 
- total nuwber  of different orderers 
- weekly registration of time consumption 
of staff members 
- monthly comparison of actual time con-
sumption with budget 
- monthly comparison of actual costs 
with budget 
- monthly  liquidity control. 
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6.  Reconsiqeration of utility and  feedback 
The  tools produced as per chapter 5 point  5.2  are 
the basic tools for intellectual reconsideration of 
results obtained in the working year. 
A repor-t  on  the working  yea1"'1  is together with state-
ments  of opE:r'at ions  and  billances  elaborated by  the  DTO 
rn:magement  for the approval of the board,  which  approval 
is the official acknowledgement  of the board to the 
management  for the execution of their duties during the 
year in question. 
The  report of the activities critically reviews the 
performance  and  is the basis  for the recommendation  and 
directions  from  the board to the management  regarding 
the plannjng part  (chapter  5,  point  5.1)  for the year 
to come. 
The  board is as per the statutes authorized to set 
up  committees with voluntary participants chosen prefer-
ably among  the clients of ffi'CJ  and  whose  object is to 
critically review DTO's  perforrrance  from  the users' 
PJint of view  and  to bring forward  suggestions for im-
provement  in future services. 
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CIDST  ad hoc  working group 
"Infonnation for Industry" 
Project Industry 7 
II 
Application of suggested 
descriptive model 
on 
TICE 
Teknologisk  Informa.tionscenter 
for Ribe  Amt 
Spangsbjerg M¢llevej  72 
DK-6700  Esbjerg 
Derunark 
TICE  is one  of 5 local technological 
information centers in Denmark.  It 
is affiliated to the reeional Techno-
logical Institute in Aarhus. 
April 1977 
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l.  Basis  philosophy 
l.l  In  1969  a  joint committee  with representatives 
for  the  Council of Craftsmen  and  tor the  two  major 
Danish  Technological Institutes  (Technological 
Institute of Copenhagen  and  Teclmological Institute 
of Jutland)  recommended  that  the setting up  of local 
technological  information centers in some  of the 
Danish  coilllties  should  be  tried out. 
'IWo  centers were  established  in  1971,  of which 
one  was  located in Ribe  County: 
Teknologisk  Informationscenter for Ribe  Amt 
TTCE 
Spangsbjef'g  t'1¢llevej  2 
DK-6700  Esbjer8 
The  basic philosophy  behind  the creation of 
these centers was  that  the  center should  - pri-
marily through direct man-to-man  contact with 
industry - stir1ulate  indu~:;trial activ.i  ties within 
the area by 
- clarify  inr;  the  nc~ed within the ar-ea  for tech-
nologicctl  service of any  kind, 
- informing industry within  the area about  pos-
:;ibiliti_es for assistance to industrial enti-
ties from  .__,enters  of knowledge  on  local, 
regional and  nationdl  level, 
- arranging for cooperation between  industrial 
entities within  the  area and  centers of know-
led[';e  and  other industrial entities as well, 
- acting to a  limited extent as  trouble shooter 
for  the  i_ndustrial entities within the area. 
In  1973  an  account  of  the activities so far 
carried out was  elaborated  (in Danish)  and  a  con-
tinuation of the  pr~ject was  encouraged .  . 
The  results of the activities of the center were 
in 1976  considered to be  so valuable that it was 
decided to give TICE  a  permanent  status.  Permanent 
statutes to that effect were  consequently worked 
out in November  1976  (in Danish). DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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1. 2  The  target group of TI CE  is 
2 
- entities of industrial and  of craftsmanlike 
character within the area.  Thus ,  the center· 
should pay  special attention to srrall enti-
ties inclusive of one-man  enterprises. 
There are no  limitations to the technological 
character or level of the entities which  the center 
should contact. 
The  center uses  a  distinction between  industrial 
and  craftsmanlike entities to the effect that 
- craftsmanlike entities have  less than 20  per-
sons  employed 
- industrial entities have rrore  than  20  persons 
employed. 
The  geographic area covered by the activities 
of TICE  is 3,131  krn2. 
The  population is 203,103  people  (1974  figures). DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2 .  Construction of service 
2.1  Primary tasks on  TICE  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  I~rived tasks on  TICE  initiative - no  fee 
2.3.1  Prirrary tasks on  C"'lient's  demand  - no  fee 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  clientls dem:md  - against  fee 
2" 4. 1  ~rived tasks on  client's deJIJand  - no fee 
2.4.2  ~rived tasks on  client's demand  - against feP 
The  detailed description of  the abovementioned  tasks 
is as  follows: 
2.1  Primary _tasks  on  TICE  initiative - no  fee 
2.1.1  Liaison service to enterprises 
- identification of all industrial and 
craftsmanlike entities within the area, 
- looking up of as many  of suci'l entities 
as possible within  the  limit of time 
available and  explaining to them what 
services are available from  the center, 
- follow-u~ visits and  contact by  telephone. 
2.1.2  Liaison service to centers of knowledge 
- identification of centers of knowledge 
within the area and maintaining personal 
contact with them, 
- in cooperation with other centers like 
TICE,  arrangement of visits of the staffs 
of the ce·nters to centers of knowledge  on 
national or regional level, acting hori-
zontally or vertically, and maintaining 
personal contact with them.  The  object 
is to define the character and  the scope 
of t'.he  assistance which the local centeT'S 
can get from  centers of knowledge  outs  ide 
the local area. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST JENESTE 
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2.1.3  Liaison  serv1ce to organizations and  public 
SC?.Y'VlCX.:S 
identification of professional organizations 
and  public services within  the area.  Estab-
lishment  ancJ  maintenance of personal  contact 
w~th the head of  such organizations and  ser-
vices, 
- taking of initiative towa.-rds  such organiza-
tions and  public services with the object 
of assisting such  bodies as well as  the 
industrial entities regarding f.inst.  inter-
pretation of public regulations  and  their 
impact  on  the local industrial activity. 
(Example:  Identification for the  industrial 
entities of center's of Jr...nowledge  which  can 
assist  in overcoming difficulties as to ful-
filment  of publj c  regulations regarding 
health,  security, environmental protection 
etc.). 
2.1.4  Dissemination of  information 
- TICE  does  r1ot  disseminate  any  information 
be it in  the  form  of abstracts or Tech-
br-it~fr;;. 
The  rea~;on for  this  is that it is  judged 
that  the  target grDup  of TIC£  is generally 
not  in a  position to be  able to utilize such 
written  infonna.tion. 
2.2  fJ2r'ived  tasks on  TICE  initiative -no fee 
- elaboration and  publication of a  directory of 
all entities of craftsmanlike or industrial cha-
racter within the region.  The  directory contains 
not only name,  address  and  professional character 
of the enterprises but  lists in addition the 
equipment of the enterprises and their capacities, 
- thus presenting the industrial and  craftsmanlike 
offer of the region to potential clients inside or 
outside the region, 
- participation on  local level in meetings,  con-
ferences  etc.  which  may  be  of importance to local 
industry, DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- participation to a  v1~ry  limited extent on national 
and international level in meetings,  confen:nces, 
etc.  which  mc.1y  have  a  content of inter'est to the 
promotion of industrial activity within  th(~  TIC£ 
area. 
2. 3 .l  Primary tasks  on client's dl;J:lillld  - no  f et:~ 
2 
2.3.1.1  Referral service  (question/answer service) 
- imnediate  rE.~ply  on  basis of own  t,esourcer;, 
- immediate  reply with specific -rt?.ference 
to local supplier/center of  knowledgt~, 
if available, 
- reply with  r'(:fer'ence  to suppl i t:r/  centers 
of  knowlf:rlgt~ outside  the  region. 
2.3.1.2  Uncomplicated  problem solving  (day-to-
day  pr·oblems) 
- problems  of  technological  character 
which  can  be  solved on the  basis of 
the  exper't ise of  the center'.  The 
gpeatest  importance  in the solving of 
i-3uch  problem~ is placed on  showing to · 
the client the r:tethodology  used  in the 
prob1em solving, 
- 1  ~rnblcmr; of  ~..;conomic/manager  ial cha-
r ·acter.  By  pres  en  tat  ion of  the  answer 
(:::mpha':;is  1 f.;  again placed on  methodology. 
2. 3. J. 3  Pmcurem.:nt of  inforrration  (technological, 
i'Pchno/economic etc.) 
- identification of the  problem through 
personal contact with  the client, 
- procun::ment  of information  from centers 
of knowledge, 
- repackaging of information  in prepara-
tion of  verbal  presentat-ion of the infor-
mation demanded, 
- calling of srecialists on  the matter 
fYDm  centers of knowledge outside the 
region if necessary. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.3.2  Primary  tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
- performance of uncomplicated  tasks on  behalf 
of the cli.ent in such cases where 
- the client does  not possess the necessary 
qualification  (mainly administrative/ 
clerical exercises), 
- no  other expertise than that of the center 
is available. 
The  fees  claimed  in such cases are always 
higher than those demanded  by  private consultants 
on  similar jobs. 
The  number of  jobs handled according to this 
point is deliberately kept very  low. 
2.4.1  Derived  tasks on  client"s demand  -no fee 
- on  behalf of bigger  (r€gional)  centers and  on 
the request of clients within the local area 
the center will arrange  for special training 
courses developed  by  the regional centers to 
be  held within the  locctl area. 
2.4.2  Derived  tasks on  client's demand  -against fee 
None. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3.  aperational pattern 
In this section a  description  1s given of 
- TICE  organization 
- Selection of staff and  staff policy 
- Staff impact  on  liaison work 
- Performance of some  requested tasks. 
3.1  TICE  organization 
The  TICE  organization is built up  as follows: 
A board whose  ll members  are pointed out 
- partly by  the regional technological institute 
(in Alrhus) 
- partly by  the member)s  of the sitting board. 
Members  of the board  ar>e  preferably pointed out 
among  persons  representing 
- the community  authorities 
- the prufessional organizations of the local 
area 
- employers  associations 
- associations of industrially employed  persons 
- local tanks. 
The  board is responsible to the board of directors 
of the regional technological institute. 
The  board establishes a  secretariat responsible 
of the day-to-day contact with the local center. 
A head of center responsible towards  the board re-
garding all TICE  activities. 
The  head of the center is one of two  permanent 
members  of the abovementioned secretariat. 
A center staff of 3 members. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3.2  Staff policy and  selection of staff 
3.2.1 and  3.2.2  Selection of staff 
It is the general policy that the center 
staff should consist of 4  persons  and not 
rrore.  The  distribution of qualifications 
should be 
one  holding an  econorrcic/commercial 
degree 
one  holding a  bachelors degree  in engi-
neering 
one  holding the  technical qualifications 
of a  skilled craftsman 
- one  office staff. 
In the selection of the staff special 
emphasis  is - apart from  the abovementioned 
qualifications - placed upon 
- profound knowledge  of the local area. 
The  staff selected should preferably 
have  lived a  substantial part of their 
life within the area, 
- industr•ial experience preferably from 
small enterprises, 
- a  certain basic knowledge  of at least 
one  language  other than Danish, 
- considerable qualifications as to capa-
bility of verbal communication, 
- general human  qualifications. 
The  level of qualifications of the staff 
as a  whole  is maintained by 
- study tours to other centers, 
- occasional participation in courses, 
seminars etc. , 
- appointment  to membership  in local pro-
fessional organizations. 
It is the fixed policy of the board of the 
center that professional occupation in the 
center is considered a  lifetime  job.  This is 
very important because the degree of success 
of the center's work  depends  to a  very great DANSK TEKNISK OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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extent  upon  the degree of  personal  contact 
and  confidence  betwet~n thP staff of the  center 
a.nd  the cl  i  E:~nts . 
3. 2 . 3 .1  L.iaison  serv  lee 
3. 2. 3. 2  Tn:msfer of  informa.tion 
3. 2 . 3 . 3  Pr-ocurement of  knowledge 
3. 2. 3. 4  Perfonnanct_~ of  some  requested tasks 
3.2.3.1 Lidison  S(:~rvict.~ 
The  L  -j  ai~;on serv  lee to the cl.if'!nts 
1 ~_;  consi  clen~d the most  important part 
of  the-~  <..:erdc•c's  work.  The  work has  an 
dJ ~~ 1 J ·;t i  c~a  l_  character and  is based upon 
e~_; Ldb  1  isl·!ITler tt  of  a  very high degree of 
JJ(  r--:.:UI1dl  ,·_·LJnf.idcnce  between  the  ce:nter 
:;t..if£  c:111d  tht~ clients.  (43~o of the 
~-;l,:Jf f-t·iJ~ti"'  ; ;·:  .1llocated to liair:on wor+·). 
f·Lny  c,J  thr_;  clients are running very 
:...;rru-~ l  \.~lll u  'l_,(•i:;t_;~;,  involving alsu  thE-~i.:c 
p(:".r•::.cJna-1  L(:c;nomy.  It is therefore very 
n1 t' ·r1  t hr·  ,  ~-- ~ ·1  i  cat(~  task of  the  c~c~rrtec 
;,t_._.1  f.- t-_•  Lij tu  Jn .  .lk(~  a.  (1isti.nct.iort  b.::.tw~(.:n 
ttl\,;  [•l'i_'/:_.i(:  ::n:l  th::-·  profe~-;s.ir_::-.n:ll  r·ar·t  of 
lL~  .  J.!.·:~· 1 _.L·i_._,,_;,  - Litu::;  (.:Jt.Jl;lill~:,  LIK..:  clic~nt 
k)  <-; t::l. L; · :L  ,.i  i:•.;I t:..:r•.:::d.  O\/t  .. :r·v  ..i.<:.:\-J  u  1  lti..--.J 
U\:lll  ~~ i. tu-=.t L jon  und  cn.:tblinr;  the  c~..;nter 
staff thrDugh  this analysis to identify 
t  ht~  pn:Jbh~J~l~:i  of technical ,  techno/economic 
oc  Tlli'J.rtdfjt~Ill\..Tt t  character v.Jhich  the enter-
prL.:c  is  f.:::tc(;d  with . 
TIK:  r~ ·:rry-i.n~  C;ut  of  ~-~lwh  all  anal:;s  .i_:·; 
1.s  a  vr•py  delicate and  time-conr;uming 
t..J.~_;}:_,  - b1 rt  ir  tev  i td.ble  at;  Cl  m0E1ns  of 
h.:.:irni Ilf',  t·}-i-:.:  di,-ll\·t,--::ter of th,:;  :ll.:<:.:J~:_:;  and 
t I  ;c  h:'A~  1  o t  tb.- u.~-::hnolugy \·Jhj d  1  can tc: 
tn3.nsh:::r ·1 ~~~d  to  the  enterpri~e; such trans-
f•.:r'  c:::n  CJrtl.'/  star't  dftt:.:J...,  the  carr:/lng C;ut 
o{  l r  tt.=  ':....!  1.-~i-l. 12: _i_[_;  lJ~~;~r·.ii>~~d :------------DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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As  it is the duty of the center to 
serve industrial activities of any  kind 
within the area, the establishment of 
comprehensive_surveys of industrial 
entities in the area is d  necessary basis 
activity of the center.  On  the basis of 
this directory the staff mutually plans 
the contact visits. 
3.2.3.2 Transfer of  information 
Havine  identified and clearly definect 
the  information needed by  the enterprise 
the center tries to find  the answer with-
in the resources of the  local area. 
~Vhen the  information needed is fmmd, 
the center staff will have to repackage 
the  information and  to transmit it in 
verbal  form. 
The  follow-up activity consists of 
visits during which  the staff on  the 
spot controls '-vhether the  infornB.tion 
transmitted has  been understood,  applied 
and  useful.  If not, another attemP.t  has 
to be made. 
It is only in a  few  exceptional cases 
that the center transmits lnformatlon in 
the sense of technology transfer ln 
written form. 
3.2.3.3 PrDcurement  of information 
As  mentioned above  the center will in 
the  initial stage look for information 
needed through own  or other  local sources. 
In the majority of the problems  encountered 
this is sufficient  (21%  of the  staff-tj~ 
is allocated to such information and  docu-
mentation work). 
But  if the problems  have  a  character 
beyond  the expertise of the  local sources, 
the center staff will abstain from  looking 
for adequate  information by  themselves. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Instead the problem is transmitted 
to centers of knowledge  outside the 
local area  (3%  of the staff-time is be-
ing used on  such arrangements with out-
side centers of knowledge). 
The  outside centers will in most 
cases use  the center as  intermedium 
for transfer of the information needed. 
Again  a  verbal  r€packaging and  control 
visits to the client are  indispensable. 
3.2.3.4 Performance of some  requested tasks 
The  tasks requested by  the clients 
are of very different character and  no 
fixed methodology  is possible,  - apart 
front  some  basic office-routines, viz.: 
- internal center report on  the problem, 
- discussion between  all four center-
staff members  on  possible solutions, 
- the  answer to the problem is written 
down,  - but again personal contact 
for transfer of the answer is indis-
pensable. 
Some  examples  of requested tasks are 
presented below: 
"-Have  I  to extend my  premises  to obtain 
an  increase in production." 
"-Is there a  more  economical  technology 
available  instead of the welding oper-
ations  I  am  using at present." 
· "-How  do  I  cope  with the public regula-
tions regarding toxidity of the waste-
water from  the production." 
"-Ibes my  product cope  with the public 
standards  and  regulations  in the 
country of .....  " DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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4.  Marketing-and sales activities 
From  the very beginning,  the board and  the staff of 
the center has held the opinion that the success of the 
work  of the center would  depend  upon  the confidence 
which the clients would  have  to the centers 
- reliability and  absolute discretion 
professional competence 
- profound knowledge  regarding overall technical and 
techno/economic problems  within the area. 
These  basic elements have  been  decisive for the defi-
nition of 
- staff policy 
- marketing and  sales policy 
Staff policy has  been described 1n  point  3.2. 
The  marketing policy has been  agreed to consist of 
two major elements 
4.1  Primary activities focussing on  liaison service 
on  TICE  initiative 
4.2  Secondary activities. 
4.1  Liaison service 
The  basic philosophy,  scope and  overall policy of 
TICE  liaison service have  previously  (point 3.2.3.1) 
been described.  The  following is a  pragmatic 
description of the methodology  used in the day-to-
day  operations. 
Identification 
is made  according to accessible surveys  and 
registers.  It is the aim of the center to 
establish a  comprehensive  survey of enterprises 
within the area for which  reason comprehensive 
identification directories, arranged according 
to industrial branch,  are elaborated and published. 
Primary contact 
is established either by  telephone or by  simple 
looking up  ("knock-on-the-door-principle"). DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Performance of interview 
with the head of the enterprise on  the basts of 
- preceding knowledge  about the enterprise and 
its situation 
- talks on  a  very concrete basis about products, 
technology applied etc. 
- careful approach  to the rrore  delicate matters 
of economy,  finance  etc.  (delicate because it 
very often involves matter's of private character) 
- attempts to identify current problems 
- after interview,  - compiling of report with  the 
following elements: 
- name,  address  etc. 
registration number 
data regarding visit 
description of enterprise 
identification if r~ssible of some  concrete 
problems 
discussion of report with total center staff 
decision regarding methodology  for problem 
solving 
establishment of solution 
presentation of solution to client through 
renewed  interview. 
Follow-up activities by 
- current contact by  telephone 
question/answer service 
- plan for revisit 
- solution of requested tasks. 
4.2  Secondary marketing activities 
2 
The  main  secondary marketing activities are: 
- current presentation of the activities of the 
center in local newspapers 
- current presentation of the center's possibi-
lities in local professional orgill1izations 
- current contact to public authorities within 
the area 
participation in exhibitions related to the 
economic  life of the area. DANSI< TEI<NISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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5.  Control activities 
TICE  has  not  any  income  of its own  of any  su.bstant ial 
importance.  The  ftmd ing is ensured by 
2/3 from  the Technology  Council  (goverrunental  support) 
1/3 from  the County  (the local ar-ea  administration) 
The  control activities could be  divided into two 
parts: 
5 .1 financial control of the center's performance 
5.2 control of activities carried out. 
5.1  Financial control 
The  center has  no  bookkeeping of its own.  All 
financial oper·ations are carried out through the 
secretariat of the Technological Institute of Jut-
land. 
The  control actlvltles are carried out  as a  simple 
comparison of expenditures with a  budget accepted by 
the board.  The  main  expenditures are salaries,  . 
office-rent and  travel expenses,  the budgetting and 
control of which  involve no  problems. 
5.2  Activity control 
The  activity plans are worked  out by the center 
staff and  presented for acceptance by the board. 
The  plans are worked  out  in terms of hours spent an 
the activities: 
- Liaison service 
- Information and documentation 
work 
- Arrangement  of contact to 
centers of knowledge  outside 
the area 
- Performance of tasks - no  fee 
- Performance of tasks  - against 
fee 
- Education of staff etc. 
- Administrative work 
(about  43%) 
(about  21%) 
(about  3%) 
(about 13%) 
(about  1%) 
(about  4%) 
(about 15%) DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Hours  actively spent  arr.·  regularly compar•ed  with 
the  budget.  It sha.1,.,_be  noted anyhow  that substan-
tial corrections as  to the  di~~-r:rib.ution of  the ;hotn's 
spent are not  possible dpact  trom~·ihe liaison ser-
vice  <md  the  administrative  work~·  All  other acti-
vities are  consequences of  thF~  l iaic3on  work  carried 
out. 
Control of  th(-~  1Juison actj vi  ties are c;:trried 
out  in regard to 
- geographical  distr•i but ion  over the area 
- distribution  in  r<::l at  ior  1  to  1JrDftj;.;~:;iona1  ared, 
i.e.: 
- machine  and  metal-wor'king 
industry 
- center~~ of htuW Ledge,  tcade, 
authori  t _i_es,  banb:;  ('tc. 
- building c:onstcuction 
- wood-working  indw·; t ry 
- other  i.ndu~-::tric·~:; 
- professional  oq~aniz<Jtjons 
- W1Specif i(-:d 
(nbout  2~)96) 
(about  .3 () 96) 
(about  lS%) 
(about  B~o) 
Cctbout  ll  %) 
(about  109 6) 
(atout  l 9o) 
Tt1e  total  number·  uf  corttact~; per annum  arrounts 
to about  2 'son. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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6.  Reconsideration and  feedback 
The  center staff is currently keeping accounts on 
its activities .. 
The  board is gathered at least 4  times per year on 
which occasions  the activities carried out and  those 
planned are being discussed. 
It should be  noted that the  background  for estab-
lishing for a  small center a  board as big as ll members 
chosen  among  people with very different professional 
background,  is that the board acts as a  panel with which 
the  impact cf the service of the center can  be  discussed. 
On  this background  a  short-term correction of the acti-
vities can be  carried out. 
Long-term corrections of the activities are a  matter 
for discussions  between  the board and  the authorities 
who  are granting the  funding of the center. • DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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1.  Basic philosophy 
1.1  In 1969  a  joint committee with representatives 
for the .Council of Craftsmen  and  for the two  major 
Danish Technological Institutes  (Technological 
Institute of Copenhagen  and  Technological Institute 
of Jutland)  recommended  that the setting up  of local 
technological information centers in some  of the 
Danish  counties should be  tried out. 
In 1974  a  study was  carried out by  the Techno-
logical Institute of Jutland regarding the needs 
for the establishment of a  local center in the 
northern county of Jutland. 
As  a  result of this it was  decided to establish 
a  center in February 1975  in Nordjylland  County, 
i.e.  '  ·· 
Teknologisk  Inforrnationscenter for 
Nordjyllands Jrnt 
'ITCH 
Hest:kcervej 
DK-9800  Hj¢rring 
The  basic philosophy behind the creation of 
the center was  - like that of the centers already 
established in other Danish  counties - that the 
center should ,  primarily through direct man-to-
man  contact with industry,  stimulate industrial 
activities within the area by 
- clarifying the need within the area for tech-
nological service of any  kind, 
- informing 'industry within the area about pos-
sibilities for assistance to industrial enti-
ties from  centers of knowledge  on  local, 
regional and  national level, 
- arranging for cooperation between  industrial 
entities within the area and  centers of know-
ledge and  other industrial entities as well, 
- acting to a  limited extent as trouble shooter 
for the industrial entities,within the area. 
The  organizational basic elements  as regards the 
establishment and  operation of the center were 
laid down  in temporary  statutes valid throughout 
a  test period after the expiration of which  per-
manent  ones  are going to be worked  out. DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE· 
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The  target group of TICR  is 
- entities of industrial and  of craftsrnanlike 
character within the area.  Thus ,  the center 
should pay  special attention to small entities 
inciusive of one-man  enterprises. 
There  are no  limitations to the technological 
character or level of the entities which the center 
should contact. 
The  center uses a  distinction between  industrial 
and  craftsmanlike entities to the effect that 
craftsmanlike entities have less than 
2  0  persons employed 
- industrial entities have more  than 
20  persons employed.  · 
The  geographical area covered by  the activities 
of TICH  is 6,172  km2. 
The  polulation is 466,176  people  (1974  figures). DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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2 .  Construction of service 
2.1  Primary tasks an  TICH  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  Derived tasks on  TICH  initiative - no  fee 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on client's demand  - against fee 
2.4.1  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on client's demand  - against fee 
The  detailed description of the abovementioned tasks 
is as follows: 
2.1  Primary tasks on  TICH  initiative -no fee 
. 
2.1.1  Liaison service to enterprises 
~ identification of all industrial and 
craftsrnanlike entities within the area, 
- looking up  of as many  of such entities 
as possible within the limit of time 
·available and  explaining to them what 
services are available from the center, 
- follow-up visits and  contact by  telephone. 
2.1.2  Liaison service to centers of knowledge 
- a  certain identification of centers of 
knowledge  within the area has been carried 
out but so far the contacts are not very 
well developed.  Since its establishment 
TICH  has  instead relied very much  on its 
parent organization JTI (Teclmological 
Institute of Jutland), 
- to some  extent the staff of TICH  has par-
ticipated in contact visits to other centers 
of knowledge  on  national or regional level 
acting horizontally or vertically within 
the technological service structure in DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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Denmark.  It is the intention of TICH  to 
reinforce this contact work  in future with 
the object of clarifying the character' and 
scope of the assistance which  TICH  can get 
from centers of knowledge  outside the local 
area. 
2.1.3  Liaison servlce to organizations and  public 
I  servlces 
identification of professional organiza-
tions  and  public services within the area. 
Establishment and  maintenance of personal 
contact with the heads of such organiza-
tions and  services.  TICH  pays  special at-
tention to contact with consultants, who 
are prufessionally employed  by  communities 
within the area and having as their duty 
generally to encourage existing industrjes 
and  specifically to promote  establishment 
of new  industries, 
- taking of initiative towards organizations 
and  public services with the object of as-
sisting such bodies as well as the indus-
trial entities regarding f.inst.  interpreta-
tion of public regulations and  their impact 
on  the local industrial activity.  (Example: 
For the industrial entities identification 
of centers of knowledge  which  can assist in 
overcoming difficulties as to fulfilment of 
public regulations regarding health, secu-
rity, environmental protection, etc.). 
2.1.4  Dissemination of information 
- In a  very casual way  and to a  small extent 
TICH  disseminates  information to industrial 
entities within the area.  This  information 
is in the form of abstracts and  short tech-
nical notes ,  preferably in Danish.  The 
center feels that only to a  limited extent 
the target group is able to utilize written 
inforrna.tion. 
Nevertheless  the center holds the oplnlon 
that a  regular dissemination of some  sort of 
tech-briefs to the entities within the area 
might  be  useful  . DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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The  contents of such tech-briefs could 
be 
- announcement  of courses of technical, 
comnerci'al or administrative character 
.arranged by  other organizations within 
the area, 
- short notices on  subjects of general 
interest to specific industrial branches 
in the area. 
2.2  Derived tasks on  TICH  initiative -no fee 
- elaboration and  publication of a  directory of 
all entities of craftsrnanlike or industrial 
character within the region.  The  directory 
contains not only name,  .address and  professional 
character of the enterprises but lists in addi-
tion the equipment of the enterprises and  their 
capacities, - thus presenting the industrial and 
craftsrnanlike offer of the region to potential 
clients inside or outside the region, 
- participation on  local level in meetings,  con-
ferences etc.  which  may  be  of importance to 
local industry, 
- participation to a  very limited extent on  national 
and  international level in meetings ,  conferences , 
etc.  which  may  have  a  content of interest to the 
prorootion of industrial activity within the TIQf 
area. 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  -no fee 
2.3.1.1  Referral service  (question/answer 
service) 
- immediate reply on  the basis of own 
resources, 
- immediate  reply wit~ specific refer-
ence to local supplier/center of 
knowledge,  if available, 
- reply with reference to supplier/ 
centers of knowledge  outside the 
region, DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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follo.J-up  in_  the mctj<.:n•i ty of ca:.:_:,:  ; 
by visitirtr; or calli11g up  the  ud<.::c-
pr)isE::s  regarding d.pprDprid--ceness  t_Jl 
answer deli  vcr·ed. 
2 . 3 .1. 2  Uncomplicated problem solving  (  cby-tc-
day  problerru:;) 
- problems of technological character> 
which  can be  solved on  the basis of 
the expertise of the center.  The 
greatest im]?Ortance  in the solving 
of such problems  is placed on  show-
ing to the client the methodology 
used in the problem solving, 
- problems of economic/managerial cha-
racter.  By  presentation of the 
answer  emphasis  is again placed on 
methodology. 
2.3.1.3  Procurement of information  (technolo-
gical, techno/economic etc.) 
- identification of the problem through 
personal contact with the client, 
- procurement of information from 
centers of knowledge, 
repackaging of information in pre-
paration of verbal presentation of 
the information demanded, 
- calling in of specialists on  the 
rfldt"ter  from  centers of knowledge 
outside the  r~gion if necessary. 
If specialists from outside centers 
of knowledge  pay  visits to the 
enterprises,  TICH  will be represented 
by  a  staff member  during such visits. 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  client's demand- against fee 
2 
- TICH  is very disinclined to carry out tasks 
against a  fee.  The  center staff feels that 
it would  be  to misuse  the limited manpower 
of the center on  tasks for which  the enter-
prise is prepared to pay  as  private con-
sultants or other bodies exist and  are pre-
pared to do  such work. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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TIQi  puts instead - at least in the present 
stage of its existence - its major emphasis  on 
liaison work  carried out on  its initiative and 
free of charge.· 
2.4.1  Derived tasks on  client's  ~demand- no  fee 
- on  behalf of bigger  (regional) centers and  on 
the request of clients wi thitl the local a:rea. 
the center will arrange for special trainh1g 
courses developed by  the regional centers to 
be held within the local area: 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
'  0 
- in case dem:mds  for carrying out such  t'asks 
arise, the TIQi  center will oonvey  the demand 
to the parent. organization JTI  who  will handle 
the case further on  without any  assistance 
whatsoever from  TICH. DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3.  Operational pattern 
In this section a  description lS given of 
- TICH  organization 
- selection of staff and  staff policy 
- performance of some  reque$ted tasks. 
3.1  TICH  organization 
The  TICH  organization is built up  as  follows: 
A board whose  12  members  ~  pointed out 
- partly by  the regional technological institute 
(in .Aarhus) 
- partly by  the members  of the sitting board. 
Members  of the board are preferaPly pointed out 
arrong  persons representing 
- the community  authorities 
- the professional organizations of the local 
area 
- employers  associations 
associations'of industrially employed  persons 
- local banks 
The  board holds the responsibility of the center 
activities and reports to the m:magement  of the 
regional technological institute (JTI). 
The  board is in the starting phase of the center as-
sist~d ~~-~ adv1sory group of  30  representatives of 
- public bodies 
- industrial entities 
- professional organizations 
- etc. 
It is not the intention to maintain this ad-
visory group after the establishment of the per-
manent  status of the center. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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At  the regional teclmological institute (JTI) 
a  secretariat is responsible for the day-to-day 
contact with the center. 
A head of center responsible towards  the board 
regarding all TICH  activities. 
'Ihe  head of the center is one of two  permanent 
members  of the abovementioned secretariat. 
A center staff of 3 members. 
3.2  Staff policy and selection of staff 
2 
3.2.1 and  3.2.2  Selection of staff 
In the stage of the creation of TICH  it 
was  the general policy  (although not written 
down)  that the center staff should consist 
of 4  persons  and  not rrore.  '!he  distribution 
of qualifications should be 
- one  holding an economic/commercial  degree 
- one  holding a  bachelors degree in engi-
neering 
- one  holding the technical qualifications 
of a  skilled craftsman 
- one  office staff. 
It is the experience of the center staff 
that - due  to the size of the area within 
which  the center is operating - the number 
of 4  staff Jiel'Ilbers  is too small.  Especially 
the liaison service suffers from lack of 
~power. 
In the selection of the staff, emphasis 
is - apart from the abovementioned qualifi-
cations - placed upon 
- industrial experience preferably from 
small enterprises, 
- a  certain basic knowledge  of at least one 
language other than Danish ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
- considerable qualifications as to capabi-
lity of verbal corronunication, 
- general hl..1ln3l1  qualifications. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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It should be  noted that when  new  staff is em-
ployed,  no  emphasis is placed on--the  applicant's 
- -·· -prey~6us-·  Kriow ledge about  th~  _  _lqcal area. 
The  level of qualifications of the staff 
as· a  who].e  is rraintained by 
- study tours to other centers, 
- 9ccasional participation in courses, 
seminars ,  ~etc. , 
- appointment to membership  of local pro-
fessional organizations. 
The  professional  occup~tion in the center 
should not be regarded as a  lifetime job. 
4-5 years of work  in the center is considered 
to be  a  suitable period although renewal of 
the staff should be carried-,out :with  due  con-
sideration to preservation of continuity ln 
the daily work.  ~ 
3.2.3  Tasks  performed by  staff 
3.2.3.1  Liaison service 
3.2.3.2  Transfer of information 
3.2.3.3  Procurement of knowledge 
3.2.3.4  Performance of some  requested tasks 
3.2.3.1  Liaison service 
The  liaison service to the clients 
is considered the most  important part 
of the center's work.  The  work  has 
an analytical character and  is based 
upon  establishment of a  very high de-
gree of personal qonfidence between 
the center staff and the clients. 
(About  60%  of the staff-time is allo-
cated to liaison work) . 
Many  of the clients are running 
very small enterprises ,  involving 
also their personal economy.  It is DANSK TEKNISK OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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therefore very often the delicate 
task of the center staff to try to 
make  a  distinction between  the pri-
vate and  the professional part of 
the enterprise,  - thus  enabling the 
client to establish a  general over-
view  on his  own  situation and  en-
abling the center staff through this 
analysis to identify the problems  of 
technical ,  techno  I economic  or manage-
ment  character which  the enterprise 
is faced with. 
The  carrying out of such an  ana-
lysis is a  very delicate and time-
consuming task,  - but inevitable as 
a  means  of learning the character 
of the needs  and  the level of the 
technology which  can be  transferred 
to the enterprise; such transfer 
can only start after the carrylng 
out of the analysis described. 
As  it is the duty of the center 
to  s~ve industrial activities of 
any kind within the area ,  the 
establishment of comprehensive  sur-
veys  of industrial entities in the 
area is a  necessary basis activity 
of the center.  On  the basis of 
this directory the staff mutually 
plans the contact visits. 
3.2.3.2  Transfer of information 
Having  identified and clearly 
defined the information needed by 
the enterprise,  the center tries 
to find the answer within the re-
sources of the local area. 
When  the inforTIB.tion  needed is 
found,  the center staff will have 
to repackage the information before 
transmitting it in verbal form. 
The  follow-up activity consists 
of visits during which the staff 
controls on  the spot whether the DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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information transmitted has been 
l.IDderstood,  applied and useful. 
If not ,  another attempt has to be 
made. 
It is only in a  few  exceptional 
cases that the center transmits 
lnformation in the sense of techno-
logy transfer ln wrltten for.m. 
3.2.3.3  Procurement of information 
As  mentioned above  the center 
will in the initial stage look for 
information needed through own  or 
other local sources.  In the majority 
of the problems  encountered this is 
sufficient '(about  15%  of the staff-
time is allocated to such information 
and  documentation work). 
But  if the problems  have  a  charac-
ter beyond  the expertise of the local 
sources ,  the center staff will ab-
stain from  looking for adequate infor-
mation by  themselves. 
Instead, the problem is transmitted 
to centers of knowledge  outside the 
local area  (3%  of the staff-time is 
being used on  such arrangements with 
outside centers of knowledge). 
The  outside center will in some 
cases use the center as inter.medium for 
transfer of the information needed, 
but direct contact by  phone  is very 
often used from  the outside center to 
the enterprise.  Verbal repackaging 
and control visits  (together with 
TICH  representatives)  are indispensable. 
3.2.3.4  Performance of some  requested tasks 
The  tasks requested by  the clients 
are of very different character and 
no  fixed methodology is possible -
apart from  some  basic office-routines 
viz.: DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- internal center notes on  the 
problem, 
- .discussion if necessary with 
other members  of the center-
staff on  possible solutions, 
- the answer to the problem is 
written down,  - but again per-
sonal contact for transfer of 
the answer is indispensable. 
Some examples  of requested tasks 
are presented below: 
"-Have  I  to extend  my  premises to 
obtain an  increase in production". 
"-Is there a  more  economical  tech-
nology  available instead of the 
welding operations I  am  using at 
present." 
"-How  do  I  cope  with the public 
regulations regarding toxidity 
of the waste-water from  the pro-
duction." 
"-Ibes my  product cope  with the 
public standards and  regulations 
in the country of •...  " DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
INFORMATION  FOR  INDUSTRY 
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4.  Marketing and sales activities 
From  the very beginning,  the board and  staff of 
the center have  held the opinion that the success of 
the work  of the center would  depend  upon  the con-
fidence which the clients would  have to the centers 
- reliability and  absolute discretion 
- professional competence 
The  basic elements have  been decisive for the 
definition of 
- staff policy 
- marketing and  sales policy. 
Staff policy has been described in point 3.2. 
The  marketing policy has  been agreed to consist of 
two  major elements 
4.1  Prime£Y  activities focussing on  liaison 
serv1ce to TICH  initiative 
4.2  Secondary activities 
4.1  Liaison service 
The  basic philosophy,  scope  and  overall :{X)licy 
of TIQi liaison service have  previously  (fX)int 
3.2.3.1)  been  described.  The  following is a  prag-
matic description of the methodology  used in the 
day-to-day operations. 
Identification 
is made  according to accessible surveys and 
registers .  The  center intends to elaborate 
comprehensive  surveys of all industrial entities 
within the area.  Such  surveys have till the 
present date been  elaborated on  sotre  branches 
of industry and  have  proved to' be not only 
useful  tools for the center but also to be 
very valuable for private and  public bodies 
within the area. 
"' 
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Primary  contact 
is established either by  telephone or by  simple 
looking up  ("knock-on-the-door-principle")  I 
Perfor.mance  of interview 
with the head  of the enterprise on  the basis 
of 
- preceding knowledge  about  the enterprise and 
its situation 
- talks on  a very concrete basis about products, 
technology applied, etc. 
- careful approach  to the m:>re  delicate matters 
of econany,  finance,  etc.  (delicate because it 
very often involves matters of private character) 
- in same  cases compilatiop of notes on  the visit 
carried out, but till now  no  systematics in com-
pilation of reports has ·been  established  I 
Liaison service is considered m:>re  important 
than report-writing,  especially in the initial 
stage of the center where  the outside demand 
for service is prepondering. 
Follow-up  activities by 
- current contact by telephone 
- question/answer service 
- plan for revisit 
- solution of requested tasks. 
4.2  Secondary marketing activities 
The  main  secondary marketing activities are: 
current presentation of the activities of the 
center· in local newspapers 
- curTent presentation of the center's  po~sibi­
lities in local professional organizations 
- curxent contact to public authorities within 
the area 
- participation in exhibitions related to the 
economic  life of the area 
~  l 
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- in cooperation with local banks  arrangement of 
meetings with representatives of small industrial 
enterprises to present the service possibilities 
of the center. • 
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5.  Control activities 
TICH  has not any  income  of its own  of any  substandial 
importance.  U'le  funding is ensured by 
2/3 from the Technology  Council  (governmental 
support 
l I 3  from the County  (the local area administra-
tion) 
The  control activities could be divided into two 
parts: 
5.1 financial control of the center's performance 
5.2 control of activities carried out. 
5.1  Financial control 
The  center has no  bookkeeping of its own.  All 
financial operations are carried out through the 
secretariat of the Technological Institute of Jut-
land. 
The  control activities are carried out as a 
simple comparison of expenditures with a  budget 
accepted by  the board.  The  main  expenditures are 
salaries, office-rent and travel expenses,  the 
butgetting and  control of which  involve no  problems. 
5.2  Activity control 
The  activity plans are worked  out by  the center 
staff and presented for acceptance to the board. 
The  plans are worked  out in terms of hours spent 
on  the activities: 
- Liaison service 
- Information and  documentation work 
- Arrangement of contact to centers 
of knowledge  outside the area 
- Performance of tasks  - no  fee 
Performance of tasks - against fee 
- Education of staff etc. 
- Administrative work 
(about  60%) 
(about 15%) 
(about  3%) 
(about  7%) 
(about  0%) 
(about  2%) 
(about  13%) 
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Hours  actively spent are regularly compared 
with the budget.  It should be  noted anyhow  that 
substantial corrections as to the distribution 
of the hours  spent are not possible apart from 
the liaison service and  the administrative work. 
All other activities are consequences of the 
liaison work  c~ied out. 
Control of the liaison activities are carried 
out in regard to 
- geographical distribution over the area 
- distribution in relation to professional area, 
1.e.: 
- machine  and metal working  industry 
- centers of knowledge,  trade, 
authorities, banks,  professional 
organizations 
- building construction 
- wood-working  industry 
- other industries 
- unspecified 
(about  45%) 
(about 15%) 
(about  24%) 
(about  7%) 
(about  5%) 
(about  4%) 
The  total number  of contacts per annum  amounts 
to about  3,000. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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6.  Reconsideration and  feedback 
The  center-staff is· currently keeping account on 
its activitie$. 
The  advisory group is gathered twice a  year on 
which meetings the impact of the activities of the 
center are discussed and  assessed.  The  observations 
of this group are conveyed  to the board of the center 
for  further consideration and  possible corrections 
in the day-to-day work. 
The  board is gathered at least 4 times a  year. 
An  annual report is w::>rked  out by· the end of the 
financial year. 
l..Dng-term  corrections and  decisions regarding con-
tinuation of support to the center.are matters for 
discussion between the board  and  the authorities who 
are granting the funding of the center. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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on 
TICS 
Teknologisk Infor.mationscenter 
for  Vestsj~lands Arnt 
Bredahlsgade 1 
DK-4200  Slagelse 
Denmark 
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TICS  is one of five  local technological 
information centers in Denmark.  It is 
an  organizational part of the regional 
Technological Institute TI  in Copenhagen. 
April 1977 DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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1.  Basic philosophy 
1.1  In 1969  a  joint conmittee  with·.-r.pre~entatives 
for the Council of Craftsmen  and  for·  tl'\e  two major 
Danish Technological Institutes  (Techn0logical 
Institute of Copenhagen  and  Technological Institute 
of Jutland)  recorrunended  that the setting up  of local 
technological information centers in some  of the 
Danish  counties should be  tried out. 
Two  centers were  established in 1971, of which 
one  was  located in  Vestsj~liands County: 
Tcknologisk Infonnationscenter for 
Vestsj~llands Amt 
TICS 
Bredahlsgade  1 
DK-4200  Slagelse 
The  basic philosophy behind the creation of 
these centers was  that the center should - pri-
marily through direct man-to-man  contact with 
industry - stimulate industrial activities within 
the area by 
- clarifying the need within the area for tech-
nological service of any  kind, 
- informing  industry within the area about  pos-
sibilities for assistance to industrial enti-
ties from  centers of knowledge  on  local, 
regional and  national level, 
- arranging for cooperation between  industrial 
entities within the area and  centers of know-
ledge and  other industrial entities as well, 
- acting to a  limited extent as trouble shooter 
for the industrial entities within the area. 
In 1973  an  account of the activities so far 
carried out was  elaborated (in Danish)  and  a  con-
tinuation of the project was  encouraged. 
The  results of the activities of the center were 
in 1976  considered to be  so valuable that it wa5 
decided to give TICS  a  permanent  status.  Perm:ment 
statutes to that effect were  consequently wo~ed 
out in November  1976  (in Danish). DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  target group of TICS  is 
- entities of industrial and of craftsm:mlike 
character within the area.  Thus,  the center 
should pay special attention to small enti-
ties inclusive of one-man  enterprises. 
There are no  limitations to the technological 
character· or level of the entitites which  the 
center should contact. 
The  center uses  a  distinction between  industr·ia  l 
and craftsmanlike entities to the effect that 
- craftsmanlike entities have  less than  20  per-
sons employed 
- irrlustrial entities have  rrore than  20  persons 
employed. 
The  geopgraphical areet  covered by  the activities 
of TICS  is 2984  km2. 
The  population is 266,582  people  (1974  figures). DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.  Construction of service 
2.1  Pr~imary tasks on  TICS  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  Cerived tasks on  TICS  initiative - no  fee 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.3.2  Primary  tasks on  clier1t 's demand  - against fee 
2.4.1  Cerived  tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
'The  detailed description of the abovementioned  tasks 
is as follows: 
2.1  Primary  tasks on  TICS  initiative -no fee 
2.1.1  Liaison service to enterprises 
- identification of all industrial and 
craftsmanlike entities within the area, 
- looking up  of as  many  of such entities 
as  possible within the limit of time 
available and explaining to them what 
services are available frcm TICS  and  from 
oth~r technological service centers as well, 
- follow-up visits and  contact by  telephone. 
2.1.2  Liaison service to centers of knowledge 
- occasionally contact to centers of know-
ledge within the area, 
- in cooperation with other centers like 
TICS,  arrangement of visits of the staffs 
of the centers to centers of knowledge  on 
national or regional  le~el  ~-·acting hori-
zontally or vertically, and maintaining 
personal contact with them.  The  object 
is to define the character and the scope 
of the assistance which  the local centers 
can get from  centers of knowledge  outside 
the local area. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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?.1.3  Liaison service to organizations and  public 
services 
- taking of initiative towards  organizations 
and  public services with the object of as-
sisting such bodies as well as  the  indus-
trial entities r•egardlng f. inst.  interpre-
tation of public regulations and their 
impact  on  the local industrial activity. 
(Example:  Identification for the industrial 
entities of centers of knowledge  which  can 
assist in overcoming difficulties as to ful-
filment of public regulations regarding 
health,  security, environmental protection 
etc.). 
- no  systematic work  is done  as to identifi-
cation of professional organizations and 
public services within the area. 
2.1.4  Dissemination of info:r'J!ation 
- TICS  is to some  extent - although not sys-
tematically - disseminating  information to 
industrial entities of all kinds within the 
area. 
2.2  Derived  tasks on  TICS  initiative -no fee 
- participation on  local level in meetings,  con-
ferences etc. which  may  be of importance to local 
industry, 
- participation to a  very  limited extent on  national 
and  international level  in meetings,  conferences, 
etc.  which  may  have  a  content of interest to the 
promotion of industrial activity within the TICS 
area. 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on client's demand- no  fee 
2.3.1.1  Referral service  (question/answer service) 
immediate  reply on  basis of own  resources, 
- immediate  reply with specific reference 
to local supplier/center of knowledge, 
if-available, 
- reply with reference to  supplicr/c~:.'lllt~1'~3 
of knowledge  outside the reeion. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.3.1.2  Uncomplicated  problem solving 
(day-to-day problems) 
- problems  of technological character 
which  can  be  solved on  the basis of 
the expertise of the center.  The 
greatest importance  in the solving 
of such problems  is placed on  show-
ing to the client the methodology 
used  in the problem solving, 
- problems of economic/managerial cha-
racter.  By  presentation of the 
answer emphasis  is again placed on 
methodology. 
2.3.1.3  Procurement  of information 
(technological, techno/economic etc.) 
- identification of the problem through 
personal contact with the client, 
- procurement of information from  centers 
of knowledge, 
- repackaging of information  in prepara-
tion of verbal presentation of the 
information demanded, 
- calling of specialists on  the matter 
from  centers of knowledge  outside the 
region if necessary. 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
- performance of tasks on  behalf of the client 
especially in relation to financial problems 
(application for loans etc.). 
Fees  are only claimed in cases where  the 
center staff is involving more  than 4 hours of 
VK>rk.  Fees  claimed are of same  height as those 
claimed by  private consultants in similar cases. 
- arrangement of training courses for which  a 
fee is claimed. 
The  center has  an obligation as to having an 
income  of its own  (20%  of the budgetk  The  center 
aims  at covering as much  of the  20%  as possible 
by  performance of tasks as described. DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.4.1  Derived  tasks on  client's demand- no  fee 
- on  behalf of bigger  (regional)  centers and  on 
the request of clients within the local area 
the center will arrange for training courses 
developed by  others. 
• 
2. 4. 2  n:!ri ved  tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
None. 
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3.  Operational pattern 
In  this section a  description is given of 
- TICS  organization 
- Selection of staff and staff policy 
Perfo1~ce of some  requested tasks. 
3.1  TICS  organization 
The  TICS  organization is built up  as  follows: 
A contact committee of at least ll members 
pointed out 
- partly by  the local authorities and  institutes 
involved, 
- partly by  the professional organizations  involved. 
Members  of the corrmi ttee are preferably  recr~ui  ted 
from the  local area and are pointed out a.rrong  per-
sons representing 
- the community  and county authorities 
- representatives of publicly employed  trade and 
industry counsellors within the area 
- employers associations 
- associations of industrially employed  persons. 
A center staff of 4  members  jointly responsible 
for the day-to-day operations of the center towards 
the head of the information department of the regional 
technological institute in Copenhagen. 
3.2  Staff policy and selection of staff 
3.2.1 and  3.2.2  Selection of staff 
It is the general policy that the center 
staff should consist of 4  persons and not 
more. DANSK  TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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The  distribution of qualifications should 
be  -
- one  holding an  economic/commercial degree 
- one  holding a  bachelors degree in egin-,,  __ 
· neering  · 
- one holding the technical qualifications 
of a  skilled craftsman 
one office staff. 
In the selection of the staff ·special 
emphasis  is - apart from the abovementioned 
qualifications - placed upon 
- practical experience preferably from 
··industrial enterprises, 
- considerable qualifications as to capa-
bility of verbal communication, 
- general human  qualifications. 
The  level of qualifications of the staff 
as a  whole  is maintained by 
- study tours to other centers, 
- occasional participation in courses, 
seminars etc. 
3.2.3  Tasks  performed  by  staff 
3.2.3.1  Liaison service 
3.2.3.2  Transfer of information 
3.2.3.3  Procurement of knowledge 
3.2.3.4  Performance of some  requested tasks DANSI< TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3. 2. 3.1 Liaison  SE~rvice 
The  liaison service to the clients 
is considered the most  important part 
of the center's work.  The  work  has 
an  analytical character and is based 
upon  establishment of a  very high 
degree of personal confidence between 
the center staff and the  clienta.~ 
(42%  of the staff-time is allocated 
to liaison work). 
Many  of the clients are running 
very small enterprises ,  involving 
also their personal economy.  It is 
therefore very often the delicate 
task of the center staff to try to 
.  . 
make  a  distinction between the private 
and the professional part of the enter-
prise, - thus enabling the client to 
establish a  general overview on his 
awn  situation and enabling the center 
staff through this analysis to iden-
tify the problems of teclmical , 
techno/economic or management  cha-
racter which  the enterprise is faced 
with. 
The  carrying out of such an ana-
lysis is a  very delicate and time-
consuming task,  - but inevitable as 
a  means  of learning the character of 
the needs  and the level of the tech-
nology which can be transferred to 
the enterprise;  such transfer can 
only start after the CarTYlng  out of 
the analysis described. 
TICS  is very well-known  and highly 
estimated within its area.  '!here is 
an urgent need for assistance to the 
enterprises within the area, and the 
visits have  therefore to be carried 
out accoroing to the actual demand 
(ad hoc). 
In the event that specially planned 
activities are to be  carried out, a 
more  systematic planning of the con-
tact visits is being made. 
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3.2.3.2 Transfer· of information 
Having  identified and  clearly'defined 
the information needed by  the enterprise 
the center tries to find the answer with-
in the resources of the local area. 
When  the information needed is found, 
the center staff will  ha~e to repackage' 
the inforrrstion and  to transmit it in 
verbal  form. 
The  follow-up activity consists of 
visits during which  the staff on  the 
spot controls whether the information 
transmitted has  been  understood,  applied 
and useful.  If not, another attempt  has 
to be made. 
It is only in a  few  exceptional cases 
that the center transmits lnformatlon in 
the sense of technology transfer ln 
written form. 
3.2.3.3 Procurement of information 
As  mentioned above  the center will 
in the initial stage look for informa-
tion  ne~ded through own  or other local 
sources.  In the majority of the problems 
encountered this is sufficient  (17%  of 
the staff-time is allocated to such 
information and  documentation work). 
But  if the problems  have  a  character 
beyond  the expertise of the local sources, 
the center staff will abstain from  look-
ing for adequate  information by  themselves. 
Instead,  the problem is transmitted 
to centers of knowledge  outside the local 
area  (4%  of the staff-time is being used 
on  such arrangements with outside centers 
of knowledge). 
The  outside centers will normally con-
tact the clients directly without using 
the center as  intermediary.  Verbal 
transmission of information demanded  is 
considered necessary in most  cases. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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'!he outside centers a:re  expected to 
keep TICS  ~tly  infonned about any 
actim carried out within the local area. 
'!his does not always apply. 
3~2.3.4 Performance of some  requested tasks 
•  ..  The. 1iasks  requested by the aJ..ients  . 
are of very different character and no 
fixed methodology is possible. 
TICS  relies very much  upon  leaving 
to the individual members  of the center 
staff to find solutions by themselves 
and to follow up  upon requested tasks. 
Only the rrore complicated problems 
are discussed among  the staff members 
in the initial .stage. 
Some  examples of requested tasks are 
presented below: 
"-Have  I  to extend my  p:re.mises  to obtain 
an increase in production." 
"-Is there a  rrore  economical technology 
available instead of the welding oper-
ations  I  am  using at present. " 
"-How  do  I  cope with the public regula-
tions regarding toxidi  ty of the waste-
water from the production." 
"-D:>es  my  product cope with the public 
standards and regulations in the 
country of .....  " 
"-How  can I  exploit good product or 
production ideas?" 
"-How  can  I  be informed about ways  and 
means  for obtaining financial support?" 
•  .  .. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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4.  Marketing and  sales activities 
From  the very beginning,  the managing director of 
the regional Technological Institute of Copenhagen, 
the contact committee  and  the staff of the center have 
held the opinion that the success of the work  of the 
center would  depend  upon  the confidence which the 
clients would have  to the centers 
- reliability and  absolute discretion 
- professional competence 
- profound knCMledge  regarding overall technical and 
techno/econo~c problems within the area. 
These basic elements have  been decisive for the 
definition of 
- staff policy 
- marketing and sales policy. 
Staff policy has been de.scribed in point  3 . 2 . 
The  marketing policy has  been agreed to consist of 
two  major elements 
4.1 Pr~  qctivities focussing on  liaison 
serv1ce on  TICS  initiative 
4.2  Secondary activities 
4.1  Liaison service 
The  basic philosophy,  scope and overall policy 
of TICS  liaison service have  previously  (point 
3.2.3.1) been described.  The  following is a 
pragmatic description of the methodology  used in 
the day-to-day operations. 
Identification 
is made  according to accessible surveys and 
registers.  The  center has no  ambition as to 
working out by  themselves  sur\leys of enter-
prises within the area. 
Primary  contact 
is established either by telephone or by  simple 
looking up  ( "knock-on-the-door-principle") . DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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Performance of interview 
with the head of the enterprise on  the basis of 
- preceding knowledge  about  the enterprise and 
its. situation 
- talks on  a  very concrete basis about products, 
technology applied etc. 
- careful approach to the more  delicate matters 
of economy,  finance,  etc.  (delicate because 
it very often involves matters of  p~ivate cha-
racter) 
- attempts to identify current problems 
- after interview,  - compilation of report with 
the following  elements: 
- name,  address etc. 
- registration number 
- data regarding visit 
description of enterprise 
identification if possible of some  concrete 
problems 
decision regarding methodology  for problem 
solving 
establishment of solution 
presentation of solution to client through 
renewed  interview. 
Follow-up activities by 
- current contact by  telephone 
question/answer service 
- plan for revisit 
- solution of requested tasks. 
4.2  Secondary marketing activities 
The  main  secondary marketing activities are: 
- distribution of brochures on  special TICS 
activities 
- current presentation of the activities of the 
center in local newspapers 
- current presentation of the center's possibi-
lities in local professional organizations 
- current contact to public authorities within 
the area 
- participation to a  very limited extent in 
exhibitions related to the economic  life of 
the area DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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5.  Control activities 
TICS'  income-structure is the followlhg: 
70%  is granted by  the Technology  Council  (governmental 
support) 
10%  is support from  local authorities 
20%  is TICS'  income  on  activities paid for by clients. 
The  control activities could be divided into 't;wo 
parts: 
5.1 financial control of the center's performance 
5.2  control  of~activities carried out 
5 .l  Financial control 
The  center has  no  bookkeeping of its own.  All 
financial operations are carried out through the 
secretariat of the Technological Institute of 
Copenhagen.  · 
The  control activities are carried out as  a 
simple comparison of expenditures with the budget. 
The  main  expendi  till"'ES  are salaries, office-rent 
and travel expenses ,  the budgetting and  control 
of which  involve no  problems . 
5.2  Activity control 
The  activity plans are worked  out by  the center 
staff and  presented for acceptance to the managing 
director of the regional Technological Institute 
of Copenhagen  and  the contact corrrni ttee  .  The  plans 
are worked out in terms of hours  spent on  the acti-
vities: 
- Liaison service 
Information and  documentation work 
- Arrangement of contact to centers 
of knowledge  outside the area 
- Performance of tasks - no  fee 
- Performance of tasks - against fee 
- Education of staff etc. 
- Administrative work 
(about  42%) 
(about 17%) 
(about  4%) 
(about  4%) 
(about  10% 
(about  9%) 
(about 14%) DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Hours  actively spent are regularly compared with 
the budget.  It should be noted anyhow  that substan-
tial corTections as to the distribution of the hours 
spent are not possible apart from  the liaison service 
and  the administrative work.  All other activities 
are consequences of the liaison work  carried out. 
Control of the liaison activities are carried 
out in regard to 
- ge~graphical distribution over the area 
- distribution in relation to professional area, 
1.e.: 
- machine  and metal-working 
industry 
- centers of knowledge,  trade, 
authorities ,  banks,  profes-
sional organizations  · 
- building construction 
- w:::><)d-working  industry 
- other industries 
- unspecified 
(about  26%) 
(about 12%) 
(about  31%) 
(about  7%) 
(about  14%) 
(about  10%) 
The  total number  of contacts per annum  amounts 
to about  2,500. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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6.  Reconsideration and  feedback 
The  center staff is· currently keeping accounts on 
its activities. 
The  contact committee is gathered 4 times per year 
on which occasions the activities carried out and 
those planned are being discussed. 
It should be  noted that the backgr.ound  for estab-
lishing for a  small center a  contact committee  as big 
as 11 members  chosen among  people with very different 
professional background is that the corrmittee acts as 
a  panel with which  the impact of the service of the 
center can be discussed.  On  this background a  short-
tenm corTection of the activities can be  carried out. 
Long-term corrections of the activities are a  matter 
for decision by  the managing  director of the regional 
Technological Institute of Copenhagen  according to the 
recommendations  from  the contact committee. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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JTI - 1  -
JT1  is one  of two  regional technological 
service institutes in Denmark.  It is a 
private, non-profit institute ~ceiving the 
substantial part of its funding from  public 
means. 
April 1977 DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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1.  Basic philosophX 
1.1  The  creation of JTI was  planned at a  meeting 
on  May  ~rd 1942  by  a  self-established comrrattee 
of master artisans.  The  fundamental  aim of the 
institute was  to educate artisans by  training 
courses and  to act as  consultants to small industry 
and artisans on  day-to-day trouble-shooting.  If- ·  ·· 
necessary,  the institute would  as economic  and 
practical realities made  it possible carry out 
experiments,  - but answers  to problems  would  pri-
marily be  sought by  looking up  in literature 
available in own  files or those of others:···. 
The  financial  foundation was  established by 
contributions partly from  the municipalities of 
Jutland,  partly from  professional organizations 
and  to some  extent from  trade and  industry. 
The  preponderant weight  in the activities of 
the institute was  for many  years kept on  education 
and  consultant work. 
The  institute held - until the Technological 
Service Act  was  passed in March  1973  - a  position 
as a  semi-public institute, partly subsidized by 
different public means  and  partly subsidized by 
private contributions. 
The  general basic philosophy for the activities 
of JTI has  from  its very beginning been phrased 
as  follows: 
"The  purpose of JTI  is to work  to the 
benefit of ·Danish  trade and  industry 
by  fostering of technological progress 
through development,  experiments,  con-
sultation and  education. 
Technological progress is hereby inter-
preted as  being the systematic application 
of scientific knowledge  or any_  other 
organized comprehension  aimed at pro-
cur'ement  of solution of practical 
problems." DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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In accordance with this philosophy and with the 
aim of the founders  of the institute, the activi-
ties of JTI could be  characterized by: .  Transfer 
of knowledge  primarily to small entities by  way  of 
-direct man-to-man transfer of""existing knowledge 
(consultant service) 
- direct transfer by  training courses 
assistance to trade and  industrY by  the carrying 
out of standardized tests' 
-assistance to trade and·industry by  applied 
research. 
The  basic philosophy described above  is valid 
also after JTI  in 1974  was  recognized as  a  pr~vate, 
non-profit public utility service institute.  Offi-
cial statutes to this effect.were approved  by  the 
Minister of Trade  and  Industry on  April 18th 1974. 
1.2  The  target group of JTI  lS 
-.  entities of industrial and  craftsmanlike character 
in Jutland.  The  activities are  in principle 
directed towards all entities regardless of size 
and  professional.character, 
- professional organizations, public or semi-public 
institutes and  services and public authorities 
primarily within Jutland. 
The  geographical area covered by  the activities 
of JTI is  ~9766 km2..  ·· 
The  population lS  2,235,848  (1974  figures). 
Note  The  following description concerns the JTI 
----situation as it is in 1977.  It refers only to 
activities of the institute in Aarhus,  Jutland, 
and does  not deal with a  description of any of 
the local information centers  (TICE,  TICH  etc.). 2 
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2.  Construction of service 
2.1  Primary tasks on  JTI initiative - no  fee 
2.2  Derived tasks on  JTI initiative - no  fee 
2.3  Primary tasks on  client's dem.md  - no  fee 
2.4  Primary  tasks on  client's dem.md  - against fee 
2.5  Derived  tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.6  Derived  tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
The  description of the abovementioned tasks is - 1n 
a  summarized  form  - as follows 
2.1  Pr~J  tasks on  JTI  initiative -no fee 
~ 
2.1.1  Liaison service 
JTI is not carrying out any regular or 
systematic liaison service from  the main 
office in Aarhus. 
Only  a  few  artisans - acting as  con-
sultants locally as  the  "extended arm"  of 
lJTI  - are currently carrying out some 
"looking-up" service. 
The  consul  tinR artisans were  part of a 
contact programme  implemented  in the early 
60ies.  Gradually as JTI is now  implementing 
local technological  information centers in 
various counties of Jutland,  the consulting 
artisans will join these centers and  exert 
their activities from this basis. 
2.1.2  Liaison service to centers of knowledge 
As  mentioned  later on  JTI is operating 
within 9 principal professional areas each 
of which  holding its own  responsibility as 
to maintenance of contact to other centers 
of knowledge  within their specific profes-DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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sional area.  The  maintenance of contact 
with such centers of knowledge  is thus  one 
of the tools used  by  the  9 JTI divisions 
in onier to keep  up  and  to develop the 
professional level of the divisions. 
2.1.3  Liaison service to organizations 
and  public services 
Contact  to professional organizations 
and  public Gervices  is maintained through 
the representatives of such  relevant orga-
nizations and  services who  are - directly 
or indirectly - represented  in the Council 
of  ~JTI. 
? .1.4  Dis~~emination of  information 
JTI  is disseminating a  periodical  in 
which  the al'tivi  ties of  ~JTI are  rur~rently 
r:k-:scribed  by 
- case stories of af;sistance renden::!d 
- new  development  of technology of interest 
to the target gra1p. 
This  p~riod  ical is used merely  a~;  a 
~eneral PR  instrument for the institute 
and  cannot  be  cons  j de  red as a  means  for 
regular dissemination of technical  infor-
mation. 
2.2  Derived  tasks on  JTI  initiative - no  .fee 
2 
- participation on  national and  international 
level in meetings and  conferences having a 
content of interest for the activities of ,..rrr 
- participation on  high  level in national OOdies 
working with national policy matters regarding 
trade and  industry. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.3.1  Primary tasks on client's demand- no  fee 
2.3.1.1  Referral service 
(QueStlon/Answer service) 
JTI has a  division for information 
and  liaison services.  This division 
has at the present stage as its main 
responsibilities 
- to act as the intermediary between 
JTI,  the local technological infor-
mation centers, and the consulting 
artisans 
to act as  a .referral center to clients 
calling JTI  for assistance and  not 
knowing  which  division to contact 
with their problem. 
The  referral service officers does 
nqt  themselves  deliver answers  to any 
problems,  - nor are they procuring 
documents  or disseminating information 
to clients.  Such  matters are directed 
to the adequate professional division 
for direct treatment. 
It is the intention of JTI  to estab-
lish an  effective question/answer service 
capable of 
- treatment of matters of general nature 
- solution of uncomplicated  day-to-day 
problems 
- procurement of technological and  techno/ 
economic  information from  sources within 
or outside the house. 
The  possibility of establishing some 
kind of repackaging of such  information 
is being considered. 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  client's demand- against fee 
Each  one  of the 9 divisions of·JTT is treating 
tasks on  the client's demand  according to the 
following list: DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- education of apprentices 
- arrangement of cotwses with the purpose of 
qualifying craftsmen for official authori-
zation 
- arrill1gement  of courses with the purpose of 
g~n~ral posteducation of craftsmen and  tech-
nlclans 
- assistance to bodies  grm1ting loans or other 
financial support to industrial entities 
- assistance to persons or entities wishing to 
start up  new  activities 
- assistance as  lecturers on  courses arranged 
by  other institutes 
- performance of authorized tests 
- performance of demanded  technical assistance 
regarding 
- product development 
- production development 
- development  of organizational structures. 
This assistance is carried out by 
- search for existing knowledge 
- plilllning and  carrying out of design,  cal-
culation and  experiments. 
It is the aim of the staff of the division 
not only to deliver this assistance in a 
written and easily understood way  but also 
to ensure by  direct personal contact to the 
client that the  infonnation thus  transferred 
is appropriately applied. 
2.lJ.l  Derived  tasks on  client's demand- no  fee 
No  particular activities are carried out. 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on  client's demand- against fee 
None. DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3 •  Operational pattern 
'  In this section a  description is given of 
- JTI organization 
- Selection of staff and staff policy 
- Performance of some  requested tasks 
3.1  JTI organization 
The  JTI  organization is built up  as  follows: 
A council whose  members  are pointed out anong 
representatlves of 
- public authorities within the area 
professional organizations representing employers 
professional organizations representing the unions 
professional organizations representing other 
categories of JTI staff 
- professional technical organizations in Leruna.rk 
representatives of consumers  appointed by  the 
Minister of Trade  and  Industry 
- representatives of all categories of users of 
JTI  services 
- representatives of local technological infor-
mation centers  (TICs') 
- the managing director of JTI 
- others. 
At  present the number of cotmcil members  arrounts 
to 94.  The  electoral period is 4  years.  Re-election 
is possible. 
The  council is the superior authority of JTI and 
holds  the final responsibility as to JTI maintaining 
its status as  a  self-contained public utility orga-
nization. 
The  council gathers  4  times per year at least 
and holds the authority of giving the final approval 
of the statements of accounts. DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  co1.mcil  points out a  total of 18 members  of 
the board of JTI.  Tne  chairman  and  the two  vice-
chairmen of the cotmcil ar)e  born members  of the 
boar'd. 
Tt1e  boC:trd  holds the resr:onsibili  ty towa.1.'<is  the 
council as  to observance of the statutes of  J1~. 
Ni executive corrunittee  of  5 members  is elected 
among  the members  of the board and  is responsible 
to the board for decisions  beyond  the power of the 
managing director. 
The  managing director is responsible for the 
day-tc-day management  of the institute. 
The  operational pattern is as  follows: 
The  institute is divided into one  administrative 
division,  one  infonra.tion arrl  contact division and 
9 special divisions each of which is headed by  a 
manager. 
TI1e  9 divisions are: 
- division for management  consultancy 
- division fur  p1~duct development 
division for production technology 
- division fo-r  construction technology· 
- division fop metal working  technology 
- division for polymer  technology 
- division for food  technology 
- division for automobile  tecr~ology 
- division  for wood-working  technology. 
The  total number of persons  employed is about 
380  of whom  116  are professionals,  56  office clerks 
and  2  0  8 technicians with various background.  The 
divisions are of very different size, varying from 
a  total of about  50  to about  20. 
TI1e  infornstion and  contact division has  a  staff 
of 5 at the main  office in Aarhus. 
The  divisions mentioned above  are formally  sub-
divided into specific working groups  but the orga-
nization acts merely ad hoc in the day-to-day 
operations. DANSK  TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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:3.2  Staff policy and  selection of staff 
3. 2.1  dnd  J. 2. 2  Selection of staff 
The  selection of the members  of the staff 
lS  made  according to the character of the 
work  to be  performed.  As  the spectru'Tl of 
work  of JTI  covers  approxirrately all levels 
of  technology, all levels of education are 
found  arnone  the staff members  just as  several 
non-technical disciplines of various educa-
tional levels are represented. 
The  level of qualifications of the staff 
ls maintained by 
- study tours to knowledge  centers of ,3..11 
kinds 
participation - dS  far as {X>ssible  regu1ar-
ly- in courses,  serrJnars, etc. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  ~  - parT1c1pat1on  1n  own  tra1n1ng courses,  · 
jointly with the other regional  technolo-
gical institute. 
3.2.3  Tasks  performed by staff 
J. 2. 3.1  Consultant  ser~vice 
3.2.3.2  Education and  training 
3.2.3.3  Research  m1d  development 
3.2.3.1  Consultant  serv1ce 
The  consultant service was  originally 
only a  spin-off of the activities of JTI. 
To-day this activity covers about  44%  of 
the activities and  the tendency is a  further 
increase. 
The  methodology  used by the divisions 
is rather different according to the very  .:i-
varied demands  for assistance within the 
sectors. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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However,  it can  be  considered to be a 
general policy that the staff members  should 
to an  increasing extent take the initiative 
as to the contact with the industrial and 
craftsmanlike entities. 
In  some  cases  contact visits are plarmed 
and carried out as part of an agreement 
between  JTI  and a  specific professional 
branch. 
It is the duty of the consultants to 
maintain a  sufficient level of professional 
competence  which  means  that they ar€ self-
supplying as to information input.  Infor-
ma-tion  which  they professionally absorb is 
used  in their day-to-day problem solving as 
part of their transfer of technology during 
the problem solving but they never dissemi-
nate any  information received on  their own 
initiative. 
A substantial part of the visits paid 
and  the consultancy offered by  JTI  could 
be  characterized as  being  "here-and-now" 
assistance due  to the very heavy demand 
for technological assistance from entities 
of all kinds.  JTI is striving at a  more 
systematically planned contact and  infor-
mation  ser~vice in future activities. 
3.2.3.2  Education and  training 
Education and  training has been the 
most  important activity of JTI  since the 
foundation of the institute.  Roughly, 
this education and  training can be  divided 
into the follovJing activities  : 
- education and training of apprentices 
- education of artisans with the object 
of qualifying them  for official authori-
zation 
- arrangement of courses on  themes  regarding 
new  technology. 
The  instructors at such education and 
training courses are attaching much  impor-
tance to the methodology  in the transfer DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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of new  technology.  This is done  not only 
by  keeping currently inform=d  about recent 
developments  through studies in books, 
articles etc. but also by  practical studies 
at home  and  abroad. 
JTI is aware of the fact that arrange-
ments  for trore  systematic supply of infor-
mation to instructors and other staff 
members  is necessary. 
The  developnent  in allocation of pro-
ductive time  (exclusive of administrative 
work)  at JTI  shows  that 
1972/73  51%  allocated to education and training 
1973/74  SQ9c, 
1974/75  45% 
1975/76  42% 
II 
" 
" 
" 
"  .. 
"  " 
"  " 
tl  tl 
In spite of this tendency  JT1 still 
maintains the opinion that education and 
training courses with man-to-man  contact 
are the rrost  important  ~ans for transfer 
of kna  ... 7ledge.  The  decline shown  above  is 
merely a  relative fall in education and 
training activities.  The  tendency is 
less marked  in absolute figures  (hours) 
3.2.3.3  Research and  development 
" 
tt 
" 
It should be  noted that JTI is not 
carrying out any basic scientific researcll. 
The  facilities for research and develop-
ment  are purely used for the purpose of 
solving practical problems  encountered or 
expected to be  encountered by  the industrial 
and craftsmanlike entities within the region. 
The  researeh and  developnent is therefore 
closely related to impulses received from 
- the ltK>r.k  of the consultants  (specific 
tasks to be  perfo:rned)  · 
- public requirements to products manu-
factured by  the industrial entities 
(authorized tests) DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- the knowledge  which the institute has or 
obtains regarding changes  in production 
technology,  product performance ,  market 
developments  etc. 
All three i terns  are considered to be 
equally important,  but whereas  the two 
first-mentioned seem to be merely straight-
forward trouble-shooting on  very concrete 
matters for which  specifications and  pay-
ments  can easily be  clarified, the last-
mentioned is more  complicated and  involves 
two  important problems 
- knowledge  about  important technical and 
techno-economic  tendences  in the sur-
rounding world 
- financing of efforts to keep up  with the 
level of the surrounding world as regards 
these items 
The  staffs of the divisions suggest problems 
to be treated according to the last items  as 
a  function of 
- own  input of information regarding trends 
- impulses received from clients 
- cooperative work  with other technological 
service institutes. 
The  Technology  Act  of March  1973  has 
given very wide  opportunities as to financing 
of such projects. 
There. is a  good  understanding within the 
staffs of the divisions that existing know-
ledge about the subjects should be utilized 
prior to launching Rand D projects  (libraries, 
abstracts, periodicals etc.).  But  again 
there is an  impression that a  oore system-
atically organized input of such knowledge 
would  be useful. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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The  trend in the development of hours 
spent on  R and  D is sh<Mll  in the following 
figures  (9o of productive hours  (exclusive 
of administrative work): 
1972/73  2%  allocated to R and  D 
1973/74  2%  "  "  "  "  " 
1974/75  3% 
1975/76  4% 
" 
" 
3.2.3.4  Consultant service 
If  II  11  If 
II  tl  II  II 
Basically consultant service must  be 
interpreted as being man-to-man transfer 
of knowledge  about  very specific problems. 
The  basic qualifi~tions and the mainte-
nance  of the  ~fessional level of the 
consultants are therefore considered to 
be of ut:rrost  importance  by  JTI • 
The  consultant service originally started 
as a  question/answer service to the indi-
vidual specialists of the divisions.  The 
initiative to call came  from  the clients, 
and  in the initial stage of the activities 
of JTI  the specialists only exceptionally 
looked up  the clients. 
As  the professional reputation of JTI 
grew  over the years, this service developed 
from  purely being transfer of knowledge  by 
telephone to be  direct man-to-man  transfer 
on  the spot.  But  the initiative rests in 
most  cases still with the clients. 
The  council of JTI ,  its management  and 
the public authorities, who  are granting 
the substantial part of the fundings of JTI, 
are putting a  steadily increasing weight 
not only on  this service as such but also 
on  changing the character of this service 
from  being a  service to be dialed up  into 
a  service merely  looking up the clients an 
JTI  initiatives. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  trend in the development of this 
service is shown  in the following figures 
(%  of productive hours  (exclusive of ad-
ministrative work)  spent on  consultant 
service): 
1972/73  38%  allocated to consultant work 
1973/74  39% 
1974/75  41% 
1975/76  43% 
" 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
"  " 
" 
t1 
"  " 
The  growth of industrial activities 
within the region is not the only reason 
for this increase.  The ·strong and  firm 
belief in direct man-to-man  transfer of 
knowledge  plays a  vital role. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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~.  Marketing and sales activities 
Recently,  JTI has clearly emphasized its intenticns 
as to narket4tg and sales activities: 
"JTI should market itself as being a  pJWer-center 
for developnent and applicatioo of technology to 
the benefit of industry and trade, legislators, 
and any other relevant collaboratioo partner 
within the Dmish comnuni  ty." 
Activities related to marketing the institute alcng 
these headlines are scheduled but for the time being 
withheld to some  extent, the reason being that a 
general overall policy discussion about information 
marketing activities is taking place in Denmark  right 
nON. 
The  object of. this policy discussion is to stud,y 
possible gaps  and deficiencies as well as overlaps 
in the work of national, regional, local and specialized 
technological infornation services in their infonnatioo 
and market  :i.ng  w::>rk. 
/myway,  the basic marketing philosophy of JTI should 
be  mentioned the aims  being 
- to offer the users easier access to technological 
service 
- to give JTI the possibility of being  th~ offensive 
seller of its activities 
- to ensure that JTI ~ledge (  = infonnatioo) reaches 
all relevant target groups 
-to ensure that the· service offer of JTt is in accordance 
with or even ahead of the market demand 
- to cooperate with other relevant technological service 
institutes with the object of avoiding overlaps as well 
as gaps  and deficiencies in the total Danish technolo-
gical service-offer. 
JTI therefore intends - within a  5 years period - to 
strengthen the following general PR  activities 
- information to daily press and periodicals 
- internal infornation service  (within JTI divisions) 
- general public image 
and specifiCally 
••• 
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- to increase direct sales efforts 
- to coon:linate marketing efforts between the JTI divisions 
- to coordinate and  increase the use of direct sales cata-
logues  and  sales letters 
- to li1crease  investigation of market demands 
to extend the  ~iaison and direct looking-up service 
- to extend the question/answer and  referral service 
- to extend and  to further  suppo~ the  imp~ementation 
of local information centers 
As  previously mentioned,  JTI realizes that these 
efforts can only succeed through coordination and  co-
operation with other technological information services. 
It further realizes that the proper organization of 
the information input through  adeq~te use of existing 
sources of knowledge  (libraries ,  abstracts ,  periodicals , 
computerized services ,  other technological institutes , 
Rand D institutes, etc.) is essential just as the 
proper organization of the information output  (dis-
semination of information and  transfer methods  in 
general)  is essential for the proper success of the 
JTI activities. 
As  to the actually used marketing methodology,  it 
should at this stage be mentioned that these efforts 
are very much  left in the hands  of the heads of the 
divisions except for general marketing such as 
- press releases 
- general brochures 
- participation in  e~ibitions 
- etc. 
which activities are conducted by  the central infor-
mation division reporting directly to the managing 
director of the institute. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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5.  Control activities 
5.1  Finc:!.ncial  control· 
·Ihe  income  structure of JTI is  (ref.  1975/76 
fi0ures): 
Income  frum  training cowses etc. 
Income  from  consultations 
1" 
Other  income 
JTI  own  income 
Public support  (basic activities) 
Public support  (specific projects) 
corresponding to about  8.4 mill.  u.a. 
20% 
21% 
2% 
43% 
53% 
4% 
100% 
The  budget  1977/78  shotvs  an  increase in the 
total ba.lance of about 1. 7 mill.  u. a. as compared 
with 1975/76 corresponding to about  21%  (and  9%  as 
compared with 1976/77).  These  increases correspond 
to a  real increase in activities. 
In accordance with what  has  been mentioned earlier, 
there is a  remarkable increase in the allocation of 
fundings  aimed at an  increase in the information 
input to the JTI divisions. 
The  public support to basic activities  ~plies 
a  very detailed budget on  activities to be carried 
out.  Hence,  the different divisions will have to 
budget not only their expenses  but also the hours 
planned to be  allocated to the different activities. 
The  administrative division elaborates the total 
budget on  the basis of the divisional budgets. 
It should be noted that the final settlement of 
the account with the authorities granting the funding 
is made  according to activities actually carried out. 
Activities not budgetted are in principle not refunded. 
It is therefore a  matter of utmost  importance to 
maintain a  very careful current control of actual 
activities.  This control has  to be  carried out by 
the divisions  individually and is supervised by  the 
administrative division. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Substantial differences between budgetted and 
actual activities can occur.  Such  differences 
will only be  accepted after preceding negotiations 
with the granting authorities. 
5.2  Activity control 
2 
The  control mentioned in chapter 5.1 are carried 
out not only for' financial reasons but also because 
such control and  comparison of budgetted activities 
with actual ones  shows  the trends of the services 
demanded. 
The  following table shows  how  the total m  .  .nnber 
of productive hours of JTI is distributed (exclusive 
of administrative division): 
- consultation and  tests 
- education and training 
- Rand D 
- question/answer service 
(with the individual divisions) 
- specific R and  D projects 
- education of staff 
- other basic activities 
- miscellaneous 
25% 
23% 
8% 
4% 
3% 
5% 
14% 
18% 
100% 
corresponding to a  total of about  462,000  pro-
ductive hours  in 1975/76. 
A very detailed recoi'd on  the activities in 
regard to professional area is currently worked 
out just as a  control of the educational and  con-
sultancy activities in relation to geogr>aphical 
distribution is carried out. 
The  total number of courses was  in 1975/76  976. 
The  number  of consul  tat  ions was  7 ,101 and the 
number  of different R and  D projects amounted to 
207. DANSK  TEKNISK OPL  VSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Reconsideration and  feedback 
The  divisional staff and  the administrative staff 
attached to t~e managing  director are currently keeping 
dcoounts  on  expenses  and activities.  Day-to-day cor-
rections are carried out and  - and if necessary for 
reasons of the grant of funding - negotiated with the 
granting authorities. 
The  executive committee works  closely with the 
nanaging director by  directing and  advising on  ma.tters 
of irrmediate  importance. 
The  board controls not less than  3  times per year 
the activities carried out and  the actual expenses ard 
compares  the results with the budget.  Substantial 
deviations need  the approval of the board. 
The  council is gathered at least once  per year on 
which  occasion the chairman  is presenting the annual 
report and  accounts  for approval and  he  furthenrore 
presents the budgets and  activity-pl~ing of the 
c"'OOrl.ng  year for approval. 
The  reason for the establishment of a  council as 
big as  80  members  (minimum)  is that the council should 
ac~ as a  panel with which  discussions on  the effective-
ness of the services of JTI can take place.  It is the 
responsibility of the council to  advis~ on  long-term 
corrections of the JTI activities. 
The  size and the importance of JTI as a  tool for 
the transfer of knowledge  to trade and  industry are 
such that no  change  in the principles along Which  the 
institute is operating, can  be  made  without prior 
negotiations with the authorities granting the funding. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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CIDST  ad hoc  working  gr;;>UJ? 
"Information for Industry" 
Pro~ect Indlfst;rx  7, 
II 
Application of suggested 
I 
descriptive model 
I  I 
on 
TI 
Teknologisk Institut 
Gregersensvej 
DK-2630  Tastrup 
Denmark 
TI  is one  of two  regional technological 
service institutes in Denmark o  It is a 
private, non-profit institute receiving 
the substantial part of its funding  from 
public neans  o 
October 1977 
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1.  Basic philosophy 
1.1  TI  was  created in 1906  on  the private and  personal 
initiative of a  manufacturer and  a  professor.  The 
purpose was  to foster the professional development 
and skill of smaller industrialists and  artisans. 
The  institute aimed at obtaining its purpose by 
- training courses 
- consultation  (advisory service) 
- information 
From  the very start TI  aimed at employing special-
ists within all professional disciplines being of 
interest to Ianish trade and  industry.  Therefore ,  TI 
has a  tradition now  as to disposing of specialists re-
presenting all aspects of the activities within indus-
trial enlerprises. 
The  institute held - until the Technology  Service 
Act  was  passed in March  1973  - a  position as a  semi-
public institute, subsidized partly by  funds  directly 
from  the Ministry of Trade  and  Industry.  This  support 
was  specifically aimed at educational and consultancy 
work.  Further financial support was  obtained partly 
from direct contributions by  private firms  and orga-
nizations and  partly occurring from  consultancy fees. 
In 1974,  TI  was  recognized as a  private,  independ-
ent, non-profit public utility service institute. 
Official statutes to this effect were  approved by  the 
Minister of Trade and  Industry on  the 20th March  1975. 
The  general basic philosophy has  from  the very be-
ginning contained the following substantial elements: 
- TI  should aim at fostering technological progress to 
the benefit of trade and  industry and  society as a 
whole.  The  term of technology is here used as being 
any  systematic application of scientific achievements 
or other organized knowledge  for the solution of 
practical problems. 
- TI  should achieve this by  collecting, adapting and 
disseminating such  information. 
- The  working methods  of TI  should be characterized by 
- objectivity,  - i.e.  independence of economic  or 
other separate interests DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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flexibility,  - i.e. adaption of the work  to be 
performed according to current problems  in trade 
and industry or to the specific problems  of the 
enterprise in question 
- creation of a  technological environment within 
lts own  premises of a  character which would  act 
encouraging as to the fostering of new  ideas and 
technological progress 
- offering possibilities, especially to smaller 
enterprises of obtaining Consultancy,  education 
etc.  at reduced prices in order to encourage 
technological progress, 
According to the abovementioned elements of the 
basic philosophy TI  offers its services by 
- direct man-to-man  transfer of existing knowledge 
(consultant service) 
- direct tr·ansfer by  training courses 
- assistance to trade and  industry by  the caYTYing 
out of standardized tests 
- assistance to trade and industry by  applied 
research 
- documentation and  information work. 
1.2  The  target group of TI  is 
- entities of industrial and  craftsmanlike character  .  .  .  ' 
- 1n prlnclple all over Denmark  but with emphasis 
on  the geographical areas of Zealand and  Funen. 
Special emphasis  is in this work  put upon  entities 
having no  possibilities of employing specialists 
within all relevant professional areas.  .. 
Within the educational work  special emphasis  is put 
upon  the professional education of all kinds of 
professional workers  and employees. 
- professional organizations,  public or semi-public 
institutions and  services and  public authorities. 
TI  takes a  special interest in the cooperation with 
professional organizations with regard to training 
courses  on  applied research.  Other groups  are 
served when  this is compatible with the other acti-
vities of TI. 
Note  The  following description concerns  the TI  situation 
as it is in 1977.  It refers only to activities of the 
institute in Copenhagen  and does  not deal with a 
description of any  of the local information centres 
(TICS  etc.) . DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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2.  Construction of service 
2.1  Prinru:y  tasks on  TI  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  ~rived tasks on  TI  initiative - no  fee 
2.3  Prirrary tq.sks  on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.4  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
2.5  Derived tasks on  client's de1TBI1d  - no  fee 
2.6  Derived tasks on  client's deffi3.11d  - against fee 
The  description of the abovementioned tasks  lS  - ln a 
surrrnary  form  - as  follows 
2.1  Prinru:y tasks on  TI  initiative - no  fee 
2.1.1  Liaison service 
TI  is carrying out liaison service primarily 
from the local information centres in Slagelse, 
Odense  and Nyk¢bing  F.  (TICS,  TICO,  TICN). 
But  in addition to this, TI  carries out a 
systematic looking-up service from the main 
office in Copenhagen.  The  service is primarily 
directed towards entities of craftsmanlike and 
industrial character in the counties of Copen-
hagen,  Frederiksborg,  Roskilde and .  Bornholm. 
Special attention is paid to entities having 
no  other liaison to TI. 
2.1.2  Liaison servlce to centres of knowledge 
Each  one  of the professional departments of 
TI  has its own  obligation as to maintaining on 
a  formal  or informal basis contact with other 
centres of knowledge  within or outside Denmark. 
In some  cases elaborated contracts are the 
basis of such cooperation.  It is in this respect 
important that the object of fostering the utili-
zation and  dissemination of knowledge  is based 
on  a  high degree of man-to-man  contact with the 
institutes in question. DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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2.1.3  Liaison service to organizations 
and public services 
TI  has a  formalized cooperation with the 
two  principal organizations of the labour-
market  (The  Employers'  Association on  the one 
hand the the Unions  on  the other hand. 
Both organizations are represented in the 
Boaro and  in some  of the working corrmi ttees 
of TI.  Reciprocally TI  is represented in some 
of the technical committees  of the two  orga-
nizations. 
Staff rernbers  of TI  are participants in com-
mittees set up  by  public authorities and by 
professional organizations of different charac-
ter. 
2 
2.1.4  Dissemination of information 
TI  disseminates each year a  rather compre-
hensive annual report describing the results 
and  achievements of the work  carried out by 
the various  departments of the institute. 
Special emphasis  is in this report laid upon 
articles describing technological progress. 
A very detailed description of each one of the 
various  department of the Institute is issued 
~  .. lith 3 years  inter\;;a1.  . 
Several of the departments  are disseminating 
periodicals aimed at giving a  well-defined 
target group  information regarding important 
technological progress within the specific area 
and also aimed at announcing the possibilities 
and  terms  of consultancy service from  TI within 
the area. 
A few  departments of TI  are - sometimes  in 
cooperation with other bodies within or outside 
the house - publishing regular technical period-
icals. 
Pamphlets,  brochures, etc.  are sometimes 
issued and distributed to the public with the 
object of encouraging the utilization of the 
practical achievements of the work  of TI  f.inst. 
regarding saving of energy,  environmental 
matters etc. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2 .1. 5  R and  D wor,k 
R and  D is carried o~t by  TI  on  own  ini-
tiative and  costs or in close cooperation with 
professional organizations, other institutes 
or public authorities. 
It is a  main  principle for such  R and  D 
work  that it should be  directed towards 
achievement of results directly or indirectly 
applicable within trade and  industry. 
A very wide  range of professional areas 
is covered,  - f.inst. 
- production technology 
- working  expense~ 
- specific application problems 
- industrial economy  in general 
- working  psychology 
- sociological problems 
- etc. 
2.2  Derived tasks on  TI  initiative -no fee 
- participation at national and  international level 
in meetings  and  conferences having a  content of 
interest to TI 
- participation at high level in national bodies 
working with national policy matters  ~garding 
craftsrnanlike enterprises, trade and  industry 
- creation of new  professional cooperative groups 
in order to foster cooperation on  industrial pro-
gress  in an  independent  environment. 
2.3.1  Primary  tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.3.1.1  Referral service 
(Question/Answer service) 
TI  has  a  central department  for tech-
nical Question/Answer service.  The  main 
task of this service is: • 
, 
2 
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- to answer rather uncomplicated profes-
sional questions and problems ,  the 
solution of which  can normally be  found 
by  simple looking up  in handbooks  etc. 
- to act as referral centre ragarding answers 
to problems of a  more  complicated nature. 
The  information centre is in this regard 
·referring to centres of knowledge within 
as well as outside the house. 
It should be noted that all departments 
are carrying out similar services .  The  ob-
ject of the work  of the central infonnation 
service could in many  cases be regarded as 
that of a  central "switchboard". 
2.3.2  Primary  tasks on  client's demand- against fee 
The  following activities are being carried out 
by  each one  of the departments within TI.  The  serv-
ices are rendered to all categories of clients,  -
private pe!'Sons ,  companies ,  organizations ,  public 
services etc. 
2.3.2.1  Education 
- post-education classes for skilled as 
well as unskilled labour.  The  classes 
are supported by  public funds ,  and in 
many  cases they are ending up with 
diplomas,  certificates etc.  enabling 
the participants to carry out classified 
duties  (official authorization) 
- special classes for skilled and unskilled 
workers,  foremen,  craftsmen etc. with the 
object of educating them  for supervisory 
tasks .  These  classes are receiving sup-
port from public means . 
- similar classes  - without public support -
are arranged for civil servants ,  employees 
from private companies  etc. 
- courses on management  of SME's  arranged 
according to specific demands 
- education of instn.1ctors,  teachers etc. 
for work  in developing countries. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.3.2.2  Consultations 
Consultancy  service and  assistance 1n 
R and  D activities ~  carried out 
regarding problems  with 
- materials 
-.products 
- processes 
- environmental matters 
- pollution matters 
- energy conservation 
- energy resources 
- shop mangernent 
- econorrac  matters 
sales and marketing problems 
- organizational matter 
TI  will take care of simple as well as 
rrore  complicated matters of the alx>vemen-
tioned nature.  Some  specific areas should 
be mentioned 
- assistance to inventors 
- assistance to private persons wishing to 
start up  craftsmanlike or industrial 
enterprises of their awn 
- assistance to persons or smaller companies 
wishing to obtain grants  for. loans,  -and 
reciprocally assistance to authorities 
granting such  loans . 
2.3.2.3  Qualified testing 
Several of the departments of TI  are 
qualified to carry out advanced tests and 
analyses within specific fields.  In many 
cases,  such tests are carried out as  cer-
tified public tests  (authorized testing). 
It should be  noted that TI  is putting 
much  emFhasis  on  not only delivering very 
comprehensive  and  understandable reports 
on  such testings but also on  the follow-up, 
- which means  assistance to the claimant as 
to implementation of th~ results. 
• 2 
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2.4.1  Derived tasks  n  'client's demand- rto  fee 
No  pcu~icular· activities are carried out. 
2.4.2  Derived tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
TI  is  i~1 sorre  cases taking care of technical 
secretarial assistance to associations and orga-
nizations. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.  Operational pattern 
In this section a  description is given of 
- TT  organization 
- Selection of staff and  staff policy 
- Performance of some  requested tasks. 
3.1  TT  organization 
'Ihe  TI  organization 1s built up  as  follows : 
A board whose  members  are pointed out by  the fol-
lowlng organizations  and  institutions 
- The  Council of Handicrafts  ( 2) 
- The  Danish  Trades  Union  Congress  (2) 
- The  federation of Danish  Industries  (l) 
- The  Employers '  Association  ( l) 
- The  Association of Supervisory Staff (l) 
- The  Economic  Council of the labour t-bvement  (l) 
- Consumer  representatives appointed by  the Minister 
of Trade  and  Industry  (1) 
- The  Acade~ of Technical Sciences  (l) 
- TT  Contact  Committee  (2) 
- The  managing director of TI  Ul) 
- The  joint comnattee of the TI  staff (2) 
A contact committee whose  about  50  members  are 
pointed out by  the TI  board.  The  aim of the contact 
committee is to represent the target group of TT. 
The  board of TI  is the supreme  authority of TI 
and holds  as  such the final responsibility for the 
operation of TT .  The  board elects anpng its rernbers 
an  executive corrmi ttee.  The  4 members  are 
- the chainnan of the board. 
- the managing director 
- two  further rrerrbers  of the board. DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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The  managing  director is responsible fop the day-
to-day management  of the institute.  He  is in this 
work  assisted by  the heads of the individual de~­
ments. 
The  institute has  a  general administrative depart-
ment  with attached secretarial functions •  Activities 
within mechanical,  civil, chemical and automation 
engineering as well as business administration and 
economics  are grouped in the following departments , 
each headed by  a  manager: 
- the Dept.  of Production Engineering 
- the Dept.  of Foundry  Technology 
- the Dept.  of Autonoti  ve  Engineering 
the Dept.  of Wood  Technology 
the Dept.  of Building Technology 
the Dept.  of Acoustics 
- the Dept.  of Heating Technology 
the Dept.  of Surface Coatings 
- the Dept.  of Chemical  Technology 
the Dept.  of Plastics Technology 
- the Dept.  of Cleaning and  Maintenance 
- the Nomic leather Research  laboratory 
the Dept.  of Automation 
- the Dept.  of Business  Administration 
- the Dept.  of Organizational Psychology 
- the Dept.  of Management  Engineering 
the Dept.  of Educational Technology 
Some  activities are grouped in smaller units: 
- the Innovation Center 
- the International Projects Group 
- the Danish  Invention Center 
FurtherliOre,  there is a  central infonnation depart-
rent rep::>rting directly to the managing director and 
to which the three locally placed information centers 
(Slagelse,  Odense,  NYk¢bing  F.) are attached. 
The  total number of persens employed is about  500, 
of whom  180  are academics,  220  technicians with 
various practical backgrounds,  and  100  clerical staff. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.2  Staff policy and  se1ection of staff 
The  general staff policy of TI  is such that 
- staff members  should be  selected strictly according 
to the professional demand  required for the per-
fol:1Tk3I1ce  of the  job in question in combination with 
personal qualities of the accplicant such as 
- capacity to work  independently of others 
- capability to cooperate with others 
· - capability to corrmtmicate  with others 
- personal initiative 
- openm:i.ndedness 
- having mind  to personal development. 
It is the outspoken  aim of TI  to create such working 
environments  that qualified staff members  remain within 
T!  and  to give such staff members  possibly best condi-
tions as to personal development  to the benefit of him-
self and  of TI  as  a whole. 
The  level of qualification of the staff is main-
tained by 
- R and  D work  in cooperation with working committees 
on  specific tasks within or outside the house 
- participation in courses,  seminars etc. with the ob-
ject of developing not only the professional quali-
fications but also the personal ones 
- study tours to knowledge  centers of all kinds  in Den-
mark  and  abroad 
- possibilities of promotion  in TI 
- offering possibilities of leave for shorter or longer 
periods thus giving staff ~mbers the opportunity of 
supplementing their qualifications by  holding positions 
in private canpanies, participation in work  in develop-
ing countries etc. 
3. 3  Tasks  performed  by  staff 
The  consultant service is the rros t  important one of 
T!'s activities.  (23%  of total TI  activities). DANSK TEKNISK  OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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Other important activities are 
- teaching on  practically all levels within the areas 
of activities 
- testing (authorized and  non-authorized)  and  R and  D 
work 
'The  abovementioned three activities are - in all 
departments of TI  - the most  important ones.  It differs 
from  one department to another which of them  is consider-
ed the oost interesting one. 
3.3.1  Consultant service 
• 
The  general idea of the consultant service is 
that TI  as  a  general public utility service should 
have  capability of developing a  special knowledge 
and  the related equipment which  could be  to the 
benefit of a  great number of companies,  -especial-
ly small ones  having neither technical nor economic 
resources  for such work. 
The  initiative for starting consultancy ln 
specific cases  could be 
- application from clients 
initiative occurring from  TI 
initiative occurring from  professional organi-
zations 
initiative occurring from  public or semi-public 
authorities 
- initiative from  groups or associations of com-
panies to the effect that TI  should initiate 
or provoke  technical or businesslike progress 
at regular intervals . 
It is a  general characteristic mark  regarding 
such consultant service that most of the con-
sultation is of a  very short character and the 
consultant as such is acting as  a  catalysing 
element in the general industrial and business-
like activity of the companies  in question. 
When  focussing on  bigger companies  one will 
notice that an essential number of consultations 
are carried out on  R & D problems  or rather 
specific investigations . DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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General terms  regarding the performance of 
this consultancy service are in existence in 
written fonn,  and special attention is shown 
as to questions  regarding the TI  responsibility 
1n  consultancy service. 
The  Technology  Collilcil  can authorize TI  to 
offer consultant service at very reduced prices. 
3.3.2  Education and  training 
Education and  training amounts  to 16%  of 
the total TI  activities and  even  more  than that 
for some  of the departments that are specialized 
in such work. 
The  greatest importance in this work  is at-
tached to the kind of education and  training 
which makes  the officers and  general staff of 
srrell and medium  sized companies  fitted for 
running srrall and  medium  sized companies. 
Furthennore, rather much  importance is at-
tached to the technical education of the pro-
fessional staffs of such  companies. 
The  instructors of TI  are very carefully 
educated themselves ,  and  TI  has at its disposal 
all kinds of modern  equipment  for training of 
people .  Experiments  are carried out regarding 
the development  of methodology  for training of 
people of all categories .  It is important here 
that the instructors are kept  in tquch with 
practical problems  through participation in 
active consultant work. 
The  development  of methodologies for train-
ing and  education of people is considered to 
be of the utmost  importance,  and the experience 
gained by  TI  is very often made  available to 
public or private services. 
3.3.3  Research and  development 
The  R and  D work  of TI  has  two  general pur-
poses 
- on  the one  hand it should develop and  increase 
the grounding of TI  in order to enable Tj to 
provide  industry and  trade with new  knowledge 
which  is applicable directly on  day-to-day 
problems DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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- on  the other hand  the R and  D work  of TI  is 
directed towards  specific problems  pointed 
out by  single-standing companies,  trade orga-
nizations,  public authorities, etc. 
R and  D work  on  basic science is normally 
not carried out as this is considered to be  a 
university matter.  Only  within such areas as 
education and training where  TI  has  a  very high 
publicly recognized expertise is such fundamental 
work  carried out.  But  it should be  noted that 
TI  never forgets  the perspective of practical 
application in such matters. 
It is further important to note that TI  always 
keeps  a  close relation to the users,  and that 
users, manufacturers etc.  as a  general rule should 
be represented in the advisory boards or commit-
tees of such work. 
A typical course of a  major·  project within 
this kind of work  is as  follows: 
- definition of the nature and  the demarcation 
of the problem 
- discussion with user representatives about the 
need for a  solution 
- gathering of existing knowledge  and  informa-
tion on  the problem,  - especially regarding 
uncovering of relevant institutions or centers 
of knowledge  having specific knowledge  on  the 
matter in question 
- after decision of carrying on  with the work, 
- investigations and/or application for funding 
for completion of the work 
- according to need,  - establishment of related 
problem groups 
- accomplishment of project 
- implementation of the results of the project, 
- f.inst.  by  publication of results in period-
icals ,  through education courses or by  rraking 
special application to public authorities with 
the object of initiating new  publicly supported 
initiatives. 
Application of new  knowledge  such acquired 
through direct information to trade and  industry 
is a  very important aspect of the TI  R and  D 
activities. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE  TI  - 16  -
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3.3.4  Authorized testing and  laboratory work 
2%  of the TI  activities are allocated to the 
carrying out of authorized tests and  authorized 
analytical laboratory work. 
TI  is as  previously mentioned  covering a 
very vast area of physical and  chemical, tedmo/ 
scientific areas, which  is logical because the 
fundamental  idea of TI  is to serve all kinds of 
craftsmanlike and  industrial activities.  There-
fore,  TI  is concentrating on  having at its 
disposal the most  advanced equipment  necessary 
for such testing and  laboratory work  because 
it could be  expected that only very  few  Lndus-
trial and  craftsmanlike enterprises can afford 
to procure and to utilize such equipment. 
It is a  general opinion that this policy 
has been of decisive  importance as to the indus-
trial development  of especially medium  sized 
and  small enterprises in Denmark. 
Speaking in practical terms ,  TI  is aiming at 
utilizing its tedmo/scientific work  mentioned 
in this chapter not only by  transmitting the 
immediate results of this work  to the clients 
but also to  con~ine it with interpretation of 
the results and  consultation on  application of 
the  n~sul  ts  . DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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4 .  Marketing and sales activities 
TI  applies a  very active marketing and sales activity. 
Therefore, much  emphasis  is laid upon  looking-up contact 
visits and  PR  activities by  means  of newspapers,  period-
icals and  even radio and  TV.  The  basic philosophy is that 
such activities should encourage  individuals and enter-
prises to address themselves to TI  with their professional 
problems. 
The  out-turned marketing activities could be briefly 
described on  the basis of the following aim: 
- to place TI  in the mind  of individuals and especially 
those in the SME's  as  a  central center of knowledge  for 
craftsmanship and industry of all professional kinds 
- to place TI  as  a  focus  in the public debate on  industrial 
matters especially regarding the relation of such matters 
with public activities regarding development  and trans-
mission of technological knowledge. 
The  marketing activities directed towards  specific 
target groups  are concentrating on 
- transmission of up-to-date technological knowledge  on 
the subject in question and with special emphasis on  TI 
service possibilities within the area 
- keeping the target group currently informed - in writing 
or by direct man-to-man  contact about progress and develop-
ment  within the professional area 
- performing specific, intensive campaigns  whenever the 
technical development,  the general business .  situation or 
other factors  invite to do  so. 
The  sales and marketing activities are normally carried 
out independently by the different T1  departments .  The 
central information office will only take care of matters 
of general interest, which is done  f .inst. by  editing 
general brochures,  periodicals, participation in exhibi-
tions etc. 
The  central information service of TI  is furthermore 
acting as  consultants to the various specialized depart-
ments  as to their own  rrarketing service . 
Finally, it should be endorsed once more  that the general 
management  as well as the management  of the specific depart-
ments  are paying the greatest attention to the needs of the 
users of technology. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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5.  Control activities 
5.1  Financial control 
The  income  structure of TI  (ref.  1975/76  figures) 
is as follows : 
Income  from training courses  14% 
Income  from consultation and 
client-paid R and  D services  19% 
Other income  11% 
TI  own  income  44% 
Public support  (basic activities)  48% 
Public support  (Specific activities)  8% 
100% 
corresponding to about 12.9 mill.  u.a. 
The  budget 1977/78  shows  an  increase in the total 
balance of about 1. 2 mill.  u. a.  as compared with 
1975/76,  corresponding to about  9%. 
This  does  not give a  fair figure of the increased 
activities of TI, because one of the professional 
departments of TI was  - as  a  result of a  planned 
rationalization - allocated to another technological 
service unit in Denmark  in 1976. 
The  real increase in activities is rrore fairly 
described by  an increase corresponding to about  3.2 
mill. u.a.  in 1977/78. 
It is the financial policy generally to reduce 
public support and  increase income  from activities 
paid by  the clients. 
The  financial management  is arranged by rather 
detailed separate budgets for each department.  Such 
budgets will have to be approved by the general 
m:mager  and  the Technology Council  jointly.  These 
budgets  do  not only account for money  but also for 
hours of activity, activity plans and very detailed 
specifications of income  and  expenses  on each of 
the activities. DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  separate budgets of the different departments 
are unified to one  TI  budget which  is subject to the 
approval of the board of TI  and  the Technology  Council 
as well. 
The  final settlement and  approval of the accounts 
is - like all other technological service institutes 
in Dei1IIB.rk  who  are governed accorrling to the Techno-
logy Service Act of March  1973  - made  by  the end of 
the financial year. 
For practical reasons  the TI  book-keeping activi-
ties are placed centrally with the office of the 
managing  director. 
5.2  Control activities 
., 
Together with the financial control,  a  control of 
the activities carried out is made.  On  the basis of 
the control in 1975/76 the following analysis  could 
be stated (corresponding to a  total of 691,000  work-
ing hours) 
- consultation and  testing  27% 
- education and training  19% 
- testing and  development work 
(on  client's demand)  4% 
- testing and  development 
(on  TI  initiative)  9% 
- basic activities aimed  at increasing 
TI  know ledge  16% 
- education of staff  8% 
- question/answer service  4% 
- information and  documentation  11% 
- other activities  2% 
A statement of the activities is delivered once 
a  year to the Technology  Council for approval . DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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6.  Reconsideration and  feed-back 
T1  is as  described in chapter 5 very closed following 
the detailed activities of the various departments.  Any 
useful conclusion on  this  follow-up  is conveyed to the 
departments  for implementation. 
A very useful instrument for the follow-up and recon-
sideration is the direct contact with the users, which 
is carried out in many  different ways  and  with application 
of lll:311Y  different tools. 
The  general idea is - and  has always  been  - that TI 
should serve society, and all possible effort should in 
this respect be made  to fulfil this purpose. 
.. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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. CIDST  ad  hoc  working group 
"Inforrration for Industry" 
Project Industry 7 
II 
Application of susgested 
descriptive model 
on 
DCC 
Korrosionscentralen 
Danish  Corrosion Centre 
Parkalle 345 
DK-2600  Glostrup 
LeJ"lffi3I'  k 
DCC  is one  of 17  R and  D institutes affiliated 
to the Danish  Academy  of Technical Sciences 
(ATJ). 
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1.  Basic phiiosophy 
1.1  Establishment and  aim of DCC 
OCC  was  established in January 1965  upon  the 
advice of a  committee  appointed by  The  Danish 
Academy  of Technical Sciences  (ATV).  ATV  has 
existed since 1937  as a  self-contained body  having 
as its purpose to foster technical-scientific 
Research  and  the application of its results to 
the benefit of the Danish  society and  its industry 
and corrrnerce . 
The  basic reason for establishing DCC  was  that 
the abovementioned  co~ttee could point out to 
the Academy  that the ever increasing corrosion 
problems  on  constructions and  industrial products 
had a  trerrendous  negative 'effect on  the overall 
economy  of the society. 
The  scope of the v.K>rk  of  OCC  would  therefore 
be  to fight such negative effects by 
- general advice to inquirers as to prevention of 
and  fight against corrosion 
- establishment of a  consultancy service to assist 
author·i ties, industrial entities and  others in 
finding practical solutions to specific corrosion 
problems 
- accomplishment of research - fundamental  and 
applied - within the field 
- performance of general technical and  techno/ 
economic  information  activiti~s within the field. 
1.2  Target group 
DCC  cons.iders itself as  being a  technological 
service institute, which  means  that it assists 
- industrial entities of all kinds and  sizes 
- public services on  all levels 
- other technological service institutes 
- individuals 
with know-haw  and  practical assistance in pre-
vention of and  solution to corrosion problems. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  VSNINGST  JENESTE 
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The  word oorn>Sion is urderstood as any  un-
intentional fonn of chemical and/or electro-
chemical deter•ioration of metals i.e. 
- direct atmospheric attack  (by gases) 
- electroche~cal dttack. DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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2.  Construction of service 
2.1  Primary tasks on  DOC  initiative - no  fee 
2.2  Derived  tasks on  DCC  initiative - against fee 
2.3.1  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
2.4.1  Derived  tasks on  client's demand  - no  fee 
2.4.2  Derived  tasks on  client's de~  - against fee 
The  detailed description of the abovementioned  tasks 
is as follows: 
2,1  Primary  tasks on  DCC  initiative - no  fee 
2.1.1  Liaison  service 
In principle,  OCC  does  not carry out any 
systematic  liaison service on  its own  ini-
tiative.  Although  possibilities of carry-
ing out such activities have  been  cont~ 
plated from  time  to time, it is still not 
considered necessary to do such work  for 
the time  being. 
The  nain reason is that the professional 
reputation of the institute is recognized 
so much,  and  the techno/econanic aspects of 
the problems  related to oo~sion are so 
serious that  the caPacity of OCC  is entirely 
utilized at present. 
Ha.~ever, the institute suspects that 
there are still so many  non-perceived cor-
rosion problems  involving maintenance and 
d~ges that arrangements  for a  liaison 
service might very well be justified. 
2.1.2  Dissemination of information 
DCC  does  not systematically dissemdnate 
unrequested  information to clients or poten-
tial clients. OANSK TEKNISK OPl  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Results of own  R and  D are - if the work 
is not requested and  paid by  a  specific 
client - published in journals and  periodi-
cals inside and outside Denmark. 
2.2  Derived tasks on  DCC  initiative -no fee 
- participation on  a  voluntary basis in the council 
of ATV  institutes  (ATV-IR).  This  council has as 
its object to attend to the mutual  interests of the 
ATV  institutes  (totalling 17  institutes of similar 
statutory character as  DCC). 
The  mutual  interests are not only questions of 
administrative and  financial character but also 
problems  regarding reciprocal professional support. 
- participation in the activities of mutual  character 
aimed  at promotion of the professional utilization 
of the institutes 
- participation in national and  international con-
ferences  etc. related to the professional area of 
the institute. 
2.3.1  Primary  tasks on  client's demand- no  fee 
DCC  has  a  rather comprehensive  question/answer 
service performed without charge as  long as this 
kind of consultation does  not involve more  than 
1-2 working hours. 
The  exempt  for charge only applies if no 
written instructions, documents  etc. are demanded. 
All such  deliveries will have  to be  paid for. 
The  institute can answer most  of such  inquiries 
on  the basis of their own  intellectual resources. 
2.3.2  Primary tasks on  client's demand- against fee 
Requested tasks of this nature could be  divided 
into three main  categories 
- consultancy service to authorities, industrial 
entities, individuals or others with the object 
of advising on  solutions to problens of prevention 
of corrosion or solutions to actually existing 
corrosion problems. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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These  tasks  involve normally no  research acti-
vities but are restricted to inspection on 
site, laboratory investigations,  literature 
studies and  compilation of report and recom-
mendations. 
- accomplishment of research closely related to 
problems  of a  character as mentioned in the 
above  paragraph. 
In the event of such resear'ch projects,  DCC 
is in the inital stage searching for existing 
Y~owledge on  the basis of knowledge  in own 
files or those of others  (libraries, documen-
tation and  information services, other insti-
tutes etc. ) . 
On  the basis of this search and the actual 
problem,  the project is launched. 
- launching of R and  D projects primarily ini-
tiated and  based upon  ideas by  DCC  but carried 
out at the expenses of private entities sup-
plemented with funds  granted by  the Technology 
CDuncil  according to a  specific application. 
Such  projects are coordinated with similar 
work  on  corresponding subjects carried out by 
other institutes, - nationally or internationally. 
The  results of such projects are made  available 
to the public and  are integrated in the basic 
knowledge  resources of the institute·. 
- research projects of a  more  fundamental  nature 
are carried out upon  request mainly  from public 
authorities or from  other technological service 
institutes. 
This activity plays  a  secondary role as com-
pared with the projects previously mentioned 
in this paragraph. 
2.4.1  Derived tasks on  client's demand- no  fee 
2 
- the professional staff members  of OCC  are oc-
casionally acting as  lecturers on  courses  and 
seminars at different levels. 
~  i DANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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Derived tasks on  client's demand  - against fee 
- DCC  is to a  limited extent preparing written 
material on  matters of cornosion or related 
area,s. 
.,  • DANSK TEKNISK OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.  Operational pattern 
In this section a  description is given of 
- DCC  organization 
- Selection of staff and  staff policy 
- Performance of some  requested tasks. 
3.1  DCC  organization 
The  DCC  organization is built up  as  follows: 
A board of at least 6  and  rrBxi.murn  8 members, 
who  are appointed  as  follows: 
- 3 members  by  the Danish  Academy  of Technical 
Sciences  (ATV) 
- l  member  by  the Technical University of Denmark 
- l  member  by  the Federation of Danish  Industries 
- l  member  by  the  Federation of Danish  Mechanical 
Engineering and  Metalworking  Industries. 
The  board has  the power  to appoint  two  further 
members. 
The  board holds the final  responsib~lity to ATV  and 
to the authorities granting the public support as to 
- observation of the statutes 
establishment of guidelines regarding the acti-
vities of the institute 
- appointment of managing director 
- app~val of budget and  statement of accounts. 
The  board has the power to establish an executive 
comrrattee to assist the managing director. 
The  managing director holds the full responsibility 
for day-to-day operations  towards  the board. 
The  staff consists of 
l  deputy manager 
ll professionals holding either masters or 
bachelors degree 
10  technical staff 
6 office staff. DANSK TEKNISK OPLYSNINGSTJENESTE 
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3.2  Staff policy and  selection of stafft 
The  specific prufessional area within which  DCC 
operates,  involves that a  careful selection of the 
staff an~ the maintenance of their qualifications 
are vital for  DCC. 
It is therefore demanded  that  th~ staff members 
shoulGl  holal *'ery  .h,i..gh  ~fesq;i.Gnal "!~lifj.Ga.tio:as. 
in accordance with the level on  which  they are 
going to work. 
The  qualifications of the professional staff 
are maintained by  participation in as many  of the 
activities of the institute as possible: 
question/answer service 
- consultation 
- R and  D 
- lecturing at sernlnars  etc. 
- participation in international networking 
arrangement. 
DCC  attaches very much  importance to inter-
national relations both as  sources of knowledge 
and  as potential clients. 
It is therefore basicly required that the pro-
fessional staff masters at least one  language 
more  than  Danish.  It is desirable that the 
office staff has at least a  basic knowledge  of 
one  language more  than Danish. 
The  object of the work  of DCC  involves that 
a  corrosion problem is only solved when  adequate 
solutions are properly linplemented.  It is there-
fore  very linportant,  taking the very diversified 
professional level of the clients into considera-
tion,  that the staff among  their qualifications 
holds considerable capability of communication 
be it written or verbal. 
The  biggest asset of DCC  is the professional 
knowledge  of the staff.  It is therefore the 
policy of the management  to keep  the qualified 
staff members  of all categories employed  as  long 
as possible. 
• •  • DANSK TEKNISK oPl  VSNINGST  JENESTE 
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3.  3  Tasks perfonned  by staff 
I 
The  tasks performed  have  been  mentioned  previous-
ly.  It should only be  noted that the allocation of 
hours spent on  the different tasks is as follaiS 
(1976  fi&ures>: 
- Question/answer service  10\ 
- Consultancy service  45\ 
- R and  0 activities  35% 
- Marketing  and  sales efforts  10\ 
3.3.1  Specific consultant's tasks 
poSS1bly  related to R  ana  D 
It is not possible to arrange for any 
totally fixed schedule as  to the perfoOMnce 
of the tasks because of the very diversified 
nature of the problems encountered. 
Anyha..r,  the institute keeps  on  file de-
scriptions of known  and  experienced solu-
tions to corrosion problems, am  the looking 
up  in own  files and  those of others is a 
standard procedure in the day-to-day work. 
Same  examples  of requested tasks  (4-500 
per year)  are presented  bel~: 
- Co~sion on  steel tubes buried in soil 
or embedded in concrete 
- Electrochemical corrosion in hot water 
central heating plants and  in domestic 
water supply 
- Corrosioo related to hard-chraning 
- Corrosion in Babbitt-metal bearings 
- Stress corrosion in various constructioos 
and  exposed to various gases 
- Co~ion in sea water. 
The  necessity of the institute to be 
very well· qualified on  metallurgic mattet~ 
has been the basis for the erection of a 
metallurgic laboratory.  The  financial  just  i-
fication was  granted in July 1973 on  which 
date an agreement was  made  with another 
A'IV-institute  (The  Danish Welrung  Institute) OANSK TEKNISK  OPL  YSNINGST  JENESTE 
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~hat the two  institutes should jointly uti-
lize the facilities of the metallurgic labo-
ratory.  Idle capacity of the laboratory 
is sold as a  paid technological service. 
Some  of the abovementioned requested 
,  .. 
•  tasks  are closely related to the activities 
of the metallurgic laboratory. 
• 
It 
2 
3.3.2  Lecturing,  courses,  publications 
Lecturing on  corrosion problems  is per-
formed  on  many  different professional  ~evels. 
DCC  regards  such  lectures as the most  impor-
tant tool for prevention of start of corTOsion. 
DCC  is interested in putting more  emphasis  on 
this activity concurrently with the economic 
realities in the funding of DCC. 
Publications are  issued not only as reports 
on  R and  D projects concluded but also - part-
ly in cooperation with other institutes - as 
instructions for the carrying out of con-
structions etc. with the aim of omitting 
future corrosion problems. 
The  institute finds it desirable to 
strengthen these activities as well . DANSIC TEJCNISK OPL  YSNINGSTJENESTE 
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4.  Marketing ·and  sales activities 
OCC  has till I)C1.ol  not Dide any specific efforts as to 
m:.1rketing  ard. selling its activities.  'nle obvious  impor-
tarlCe of the  ~rk of t:he  institute and the high profes-
sional standard have had a  mari<:eting effect to such an 
~xtent that the capacity of DOC  seems  to be  cu~tly 
utilized 100%. 
However,  there is a  clear understanding that IIIJCh 
roore  can be  done  'iS  to limiting corrosion damages.  Con-
cu~ltly with the  ~~sibility of obtaining the neces-
sary fundings  the institute is considering the ~sibi­
lities of establishing an offensive marketing and saleu 
policy. 
... 
• • 
• 
• 
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5.  Con-trol  activities 
DCC's  income  structure is the following  (1976  figures): 
3b%  is granted by  the Technology  Council  (governmental 
support)  -
8%  public or private support to specific projects 
SS%  own  income 
l 9 o unspecified 
The  cont1~l activities are concentrated upon  the 
work  which  is carried out as  a  condition  fc_)r  the .public 
support.  Actual activities and  expenses are compared 
with those budgetted. 
As  to consumption of resources  rega1uing requested 
tasks,  the staff is currently keeping account of the 
sake of invoicing  . DANSK TEKNISK OPLVSNINGSTJENESTE 
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b.  Reconsideration  cmd  feedback 
The statutes give no rules dS  to the number·  of  tin.:~~3 
peP year·  the board should gather.  Anyhow,  the  u~>ual 
schedule is 2-3  timas  1~r year at least. 
i\Jrong  the  du~ies of the  bot--wd  is to approve  th•! 
st-:ttement of the year,  the statement of account!3  ;m i 
the budget.  This  involves not only a  possibility of 
short-term  correct.ion~• of the nctivit.ies on  which  thf~ 
board cc.m  deci.dP  but gives also a  poss-i.bilitv of  di:~­
cusslng long-tenn·act.ivity cor-rections. 
Such  discussiom; will nonMlly involve not only  tJ:c· 
.-)uthor•ities granting  tht.~  funding but also the  Danl~;h 
Academ_"'/  of Technical Sciences.  It should be  l""f"~memtRr~-!<1 
that  lX'C  was  created on  the initiative of ATV  and  thdl 
:i.t  ctill feeh) it 4  necessity - although it is not 
~.r.rri tten dcwn  in  the statutes - to plan its long-terM 
activities  in cooperation with AW  and  as  feW  as prac• 
tical realities justify it also with the ColU1cil  of 
l\TV-institutE~s  (A'J'V-IR). 
• 
• 
' 
• 